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ABSTRACT 

Cells interact with their immediate fibrous extracellular matrix (ECM); alignment of which has 

been shown influence metastasis. Specifically, intra-vital imaging studies on cell invasion from 

tumor-matrix interface and wounds along aligned fibers describe invasion to occur as singular 

leader (tip) cells, or as collective mass of a few chain or multiple tip cells. Recapitulation of 

these behaviors in vitro promises to provide new insights in how, when and where cells get the 

stimulus to break cell-cell junctions and ensue invasion by migrating along aligned tracks. 

Using Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique, we fabricated 

precise layout of suspended fibers of varying diameters (300, 500 and 1000 nm) mimicking 

ECM dimensions, which were interfaced with cell monolayers to study invasion.  We 

demonstrated that nanofiber diameter and their spacing were key determinants in cells to invade 

either as singularly, chains of few cells or multiple-chains collectively. Through time-lapse 

microscopy, we reported that singular cells exhibited a peculiar invasive behavior of recoiling 

analogous to release of a stretched rubber band; detachment speed of which was influenced 

with fiber diameter (250, 425 and 400 µm/hr on small, medium and large diameter fibers 

respectively). We found that cells initiated invasion by putting protrusion on fibers; dynamics 

of which we captured using a contrasting network of mismatched diameters deposited 

orthogonally. We found that vimentin, a key intermediate filament upregulated in cancer 

invasion localized within a protrusion only when the protrusion had widened at the base, 

signifying maturation. To develop a comprehensive picture of invasion, we also developed 

strategies to quantify migratory speeds and the forces exerted by cells on fibers. Finally, we 



 

extended our findings of cell invasion to report a new wound healing assay to examine gap 

closure. We found that gaps spanned by crosshatch network of fibers closed faster than those 

on parallel fibers and importantly, we reported that gaps of 375 µm or larger did not close over 

a 45-day period. In summary, the methods and novel findings detailed from this study can be 

extended to ask multiple sophisticated hypotheses in physiologically relevant phenomenon like 

wound healing, morphogenesis, and cancer metastasis. 
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GENERAL ABSTRACT 

Disease phenomenon like cancer invasion and wound healing have a myriad of things in 

common including cell migration and the ability of cells to remodel their immediate 

environment. Often times these singular or group migratory events of cells are initiated and 

directed by peculiar cells called tip/leader cells that explore cellular environment and make 

room for migration. While research in the last few decades has yielded a tremendous wealth of 

information as to how biochemical factors influence their behavior, our understanding of how 

the biophysical properties of the environment affect their behavior is in its infancy. This lack 

of understanding can somewhat be attributed to the difficulty in fabricating mechanically well-

defined substrate systems that can be tailored to recapture these invasive episodes in a 

controlled setting outside of a living organism. In this study, we utilize a novel Spinneret based 

Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique to fabricate mechanically tunable 

nanofibers that show close resemble to native cellular environment. Cells were made to interact 

with these fibers and it was shown for the first time that factors like fiber spacing, diameter and 

topography can significantly affect the types of leader cells and their trajectory. Furthermore, 

once these cells come out of the simulated tumors/wounds, their migratory behaviors were still 

affected by mechanical properties of the fibers. Similarly, we also showed for the first time that 

the ability of the gaps to close in simulated wound healing settings could be significantly 

dependent on size, shape, and properties of fibers. These findings offer a novel outlook to our 

current understanding of single and collective cell behavior and how the biophysical properties 

of the native cellular environment can affect these behaviors. This can not only expand our 

understanding of how this invasive episodes occur, but also help us come up with preventive 
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measures to inhibit such episodes for a better prognosis of diseases like cancer and chronic 

wounds.    
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Chapter 1: Overview  

1.1 Importance of fiber based platforms for probing cell behavior  

Cells constantly interact and obtain biochemical and biophysical cues from their immediate 

fibrous extracellular matrix (ECM). While research in the last decade has highlighted the 

importance of bulk biophysical properties of the ECM in influencing cell behavior, recent 

studies have demonstrated that local level ECM properties like pore size, alignment, and fiber 

size can have a stronger impact on the behavior of cells. As the ECM is a major driver of 

various physiological phenomenon like morphogenesis, immune response, wound healing, and 

cancer metastasis, it is imperative that we invest in understanding cell-fiber interactions better. 

Hence, a platform that allows for repeatable manufacturing of mechanistically tunable fibers 

with user defined properties is highly warranted. Most platforms currently available in 

literature do not allow for repeatable control of mechanistic properties of the fibers. Hence, our 

knowledge of single cell-fiber interactions is limited.  

1.2 Research objectives  

In this proposed study, we utilized a previously explained non-electrospinning Spinneret based 

Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique to manufacture highly aligned suspended 

polymeric nanofibers of known fiber properties like elasticity (N/m2), structural stiffness 

(N/m), fiber diameter, alignment, spacing and architecture. This platform allows cells to align 

along the direction of the fiber, wrap around the fiber to be influenced by fiber diameter, the 

elastic modulus, and architecture of the fiber layout thus, providing an opportunity to 

investigate the influence of each on cell behaviors.  

The overarching goal of this work was to understand single and collective cell-nanofiber 

interactions in order to facilitate the design of suspended nanofiber scaffolds that encourage 

the formation of leader cells. Given the importance of cell-ECM interactions in wound healing 
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and cancer metastasis, single and collective cell behaviors of fibroblast, breast cancer and 

glioma cells have been investigated.    

Specifically, the influence of fiber properties on single cell detachment from monolayers and 

spheroids in order to identify fiber properties that encourage the formation of leader cells, the 

influence of fiber properties on single cell behaviors including cell migration and force 

generation, and the influence of fiber architecture on collective cell migration and gap closure 

dynamics have been investigated.  

1.3 Organization of the document  

The document provides a comprehensive outline of studies performed using the STEP 

technique to interrogate single and collective cell behaviors. Furthermore, it investigates 

specific properties of fibers in order to address the overarching hypothesis that metastasis 

occurs by a biophysical conditioning phase causing cells to become migratory leaders partly in 

response to biophysical cues obtained from its immediate fibrous environment. In particular, 

Chapter 2 describes the importance of using fiber based platforms to study cell behavior, 

current technologies used, the uniqueness of the STEP system, and its novel use in the study 

of leader cell formation. Chapter 3 describes the use of STEP fibers in interrogating the 

mechanobiological changes of a leader cell as a function of fiber diameter. It proposes that 

fibroblast cells are conditioning their detachment by first protruding onto the fibers and 

detaching as leader cells depending on the properties of the fibers. It also describes protrusions 

and cytoskeletal protein vimentin interactions as glioma and breast cancer cells interact with 

the STEP fibers. Chapter 4 describes spheroid formation dynamics on STEP nanofibers. As 

published in the Integrative Biology journal, Chapter 5, describes the influence of structural 

stiffness and spread area on migration and blebbing dynamics of glioma cells. Similarly, 

Chapter 6 (as published in the Biofabrication journal) describes the use of nanonets capable of 

measuring cell forces with and without the influence of actin polymerization inhibitor 
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cytochalasin D. Chapter 7 describes the use of STEP nanofibers in interrogating the influence 

of fiber architecture in collective migration and gap closure dynamics of fibroblasts. Chapter 8 

summarizes the project and highlights the deliverables of each of the chapters, and Chapter 9 

describes the potential impact of the results obtained from the study along with suggested future 

experiments. The references are listed in Chapter 10, and the mathematical formula used to 

calculate the cell forces in Chapter 6 is presented in the Appendix as Chapter 11.  
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Chapter 2: Introduction  

  

2.1. Motivation  

2.1.1. Cell-microenvironment interactions  

Cells are constantly interacting with their immediate extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is 

an organized meshwork composed of fibrous proteins like collagen, elastin, laminin and 

fibronectin with polysaccharides like glycosaminoglycans, hyaluronic acid and proteoglycans. 

While polysaccharides form a gel like hydrated matrix, the fibrous proteins serve as adhesive 

sites for the cells to attach1,2. A transmembrane protein called integrin binds to specific proteins 

on the ECM and facilitates the formation of focal adhesion complexes which are cell-ECM 

contact points3–5. A focal adhesion complex (FAC) can incorporate an incredibly complicated 

array of over 50 different proteins that contribute to establish a connection between the 

cytoskeleton and the ECM via integrin. Some of the common proteins recognized by integrin 

include fibronectin, collagen and laminin. Inside the cell, actin fibers assemble at the FAC and 

help the cell communicate with their immediate ECM6–9.  

Previously thought of as a dormant scaffold for cell attachment, it is now well understood that 

the cells obtain vital biochemical and biophysical cues from their microenvironment10. While 

the influence of biochemical and genetic factors are relatively well understood, the effects of 

biophysical properties of the environment on cells have only been recognized in the last few 

decades. Cells also condition and optimize their microenvironment in order to maintain 

homeostasis11. One of the important cell-ECM interactions involves the exertion of force. 

Stable focal adhesions activate Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) which inhibits myosin 

light chain (MLC) phosphatase. Inhibition of MLC phosphatase allows myosin to remain 

phosphorylated and able to interact with actin in order to produce actin-myosin based 
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contractions12. Focal adhesion based actomyosin contractions allow cells to exert contractile 

force and remodel the architecture of the fibers when necessary. Such changes in the ECM can 

also result in changes in gene expression. Simultaneously, mechanical stimulations like force, 

stress and mechanical properties of the ECM like stiffness can instigate changes in focal 

adhesion patterns and initiate ROCK activation, actomyosin contraction or changes in gene 

expression13–15.  

One of the elegant studies that demonstrate the influence of microenvironment elasticity (N/m2) 

on differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) was presented by Engler et al in 200616. 

They observed that MSCs that were cultured on soft polyacrylamide gels (E: 0.1-1kPa) 

exhibited branched morphology and neurogenic markers, those on stiffer gels (E: 8-17kPa) 

showed spindle morphology and myogenic markers, and those of rigid gels (E: 25-40kPa) 

showed polygonal morphology and osteogenic markers. Additionally, they showed that by 

inhibiting nonmuscle myosin II using blebbistatin, the elasticity based differentiation of MSCs 

was compromised. Similarly, the mechanobiology community has extensively investigated 

how the mechanical properties of the environment influences different cell behaviors. Studies 

have shown that properties like cell migration speed17,18, directionality19, persistence, cellular 

tension20, cell-cell contact force21,22, cell traction force, cell migration force, and focal adhesion 

patterns23 can be influenced by mechanical properties of the substrate. These changes in cell 

behaviors result from a constant two way biochemical and biophysical interaction between the 

cell and its immediate microenvironment. Such two way communications between a cell and 

the microenvironment help operate highly coordinated negative and positive feedback loops to 

maintain tensional or ECM homeostasis24.  
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2.1.2. Cell, fibrous microenvironment and diseases  

While ECM homeostasis is required to maintain normal physiological conditions, controlled 

remodeling of the ECM is vital to various physiological phenomenon including 

morphogenesis25, embryogenesis26, immune responses, wound healing27,28, and diseased 

conditions like cancer metastasis29. Genetic mutations leading to the production of defective 

ECM proteins have been shown to cause tissue defects and embryonic lethality in some cases. 

For instance, lack of one type of laminin in the small intestine basement membrane of mice 

causes a substitution by another laminin subtype ultimately changing the architecture of the 

small intestine30. Similarly, ECM deposition and remodeling are crucial during development 

of intestines, mammary gland and lung where ECM cleavage facilitates the initiation of a side 

branch, and aligned collagen fibers guide epithelial cells during sprouting25,31,32. Proper 

functioning of bone also relies on regulated breakdown and synthesis of the ECM, and when 

ECM breakdown is enhanced, osteoarthritis occurs33.   

The ECM also plays a critical role during wound healing. A normal wound healing process can 

be divided into inflammation, proliferation and remodeling phases. During the proliferation 

phase of wound healing, neighboring fibroblasts migrate into the wound and deposit collagen 

fiber rich ECM in a matter of days to weeks after injury. The deposited matrix is highly infused 

with blood vessels and neutrophils, and called the granulation tissue. Using granulation tissue 

as its base, epithelial cells migrate and cover the wound site. Similarly, the fibrous structure of 

the granulation tissue acts as a bridge for fibroblasts to help remodel the ECM architecture and 

strengthen the wound34–36.  

Often referred to as a wound that does not heal, a tumor is very similar to a wound and is 

associated with phenomenon like vascularization, cell migration and fibrous scaffolding. 

Tumor cells constantly interact with their immediate fibrous ECM and sometimes utilize it to 
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migrate off of the primary tumor37. Studies measuring the mechanical properties of a tumor 

have therefore repeatedly reported enhanced stiffness in tumors. Similarly, high 

mammographic densities have been associated with poor breast cancer prognosis38,39, and liver 

cirrhosis has been shown to increase the chance of liver cancer by 20-30%40. On the other hand, 

heterogeneous mechanical properties of a tumor have also been reported in literature. By using 

indentation-type atomic force microscopy (IT-AFM), Plodinec et al have showed that while 

normal and benign breast tissue exhibit unimodal stiffness (about 1-6kPa) profiles, their 

malignant counterparts exhibit a heterogeneous stiffness morphology. The stiffness 

measurements from human breast cancer biopsies demonstrated specks of very high stiffness 

(up to 18kPa) towards the core of the tumor to a non-uniform distribution of stiffness ranging 

from 1-18kPa towards the tumor periphery41.  

Besides bulk mechanical stiffness of breast tissues, the alignment and orientation of collagen 

have been strongly correlated with invasive properties of breast cancer42–49. Numerous studies 

show that while normal breast tissue exhibit wavy collagen fiber patterns, collagen fibers 

surrounding the edge of the tumor become perpendicularly aligned to the tumor as the tumor 

progresses. This association of aligned collagen structures and highly invasive breast tumors is 

highly repeatable. Hence, they have been defined as tumor associated collagen signatures 

(TACS) that serve as indicators of poor breast cancer prognosis. Similarly, studies that have 

investigated the microarchitecture of collagen matrices independent of gel concentration and 

bulk stiffness have shown that the microarchitecture of collagen fibers that are in immediate 

contact with the cells have a higher influence on cell behavior. In particular, Carey et al showed 

that despite similarities in bulk stiffness of collagen, MDA-MB-231 cells exhibited higher 

polarity and motility when the fibers were larger with higher pore sizes, and rounded 

morphology with decreased motility when the fibers were smaller with lower pore sizes. Their 

results show that proliferation of MDA-MB-231s was dependent on bulk stiffness of collagen 
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gels50. Similarly, a recent study by Riching et al demonstrated that the efficiency of MDA-MB-

231 migration was influenced more by collagen fiber topography than stiffness (N/m2)45. They 

observed that aligned collagen fibers decreased cellular protrusions of migrating cancer cells 

in directions other than that of the aligned fibers, increased directional persistence, and helped 

the cells migrate further. The speed of the cells, on the other hand, was not affected by fiber 

topography. These studies strongly suggest that the local fiber architecture and mechanical 

properties can have greater influence on initiation of metastasis, perhaps even stronger than the 

influence of bulk properties of the material. Furthermore, these studies highlight the importance 

of ECM alignment during cancer cell migration. These studies show that aligned ECM fibers 

not only enhance persistence of migrating cells by serving as a track for cellular migration, but 

such aligned structures could be used as diagnostic markers to isolate highly metastatic cancer 

cells.  

The relationship between alignment and cancer metastasis is not limited to TACS in breast 

cancer. Studies have shown that glioma cells like to migrate using axon bundles called the 

white matter tracts in the central nervous system51,52. These bundles of axons are categorized 

into three major types: association fibers which connects parts of the same hemisphere, 

commissural fibers which connect the gray areas of the left and right hemispheres, and 

projection fibers which are connected to the spinal cord53. The fibers range from less than 

500nm to 7μm in diameter, and serve as efficient migration tracts for glioma cells to migrate 

from one part of the brain to another54–56.  

These studies highlight the importance of understanding cell-fibrous ECM interactions. 

Particularly in the context of cancer, the role of single cell-fibrous ECM interactions rather than 

the influence of bulk mechanical properties have been shown to be critical. While the role of 

alignment in enhancing the efficacy of metastatic breast cancer cells is undeniable, the precise 

mechanisms and mechanical properties of ECM fibers that trigger such metastatic events are 
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not well understood. Hence, studies probing the underlying local interactions of single cell-

fibrous ECM are warranted. Influence of how local microenvironment properties like 

alignment, porosity, fiber curvature, stiffness can shed light to the not so well understood 

biophysical triggers for metastasis. Similarly, the knowledge gained from cell-fibrous ECM 

interactions can be applied to better understand wound healing and treatment of chronic 

wounds like diabetic ulcers and burn wounds.   

 

2.2 Comparable technologies to probe cell behavior  

Cells are simultaneously interacting with numerous biophysical and biochemical cues from 

their microenvironment in vivo. While understanding the cumulative influence of these cues is 

important, decoupling these factors to study the effects of each is difficult in vivo. Hence, 

researchers have adopted various in vitro platforms to investigate the influence of both 

biochemical and biophysical cues on single and collective cell behaviors.  

Widely used traditional platforms include plastic and glass well plates57. Cost effectiveness, 

ease of imaging, ability to fluorescently label desired intercellular components, and the ability 

to produce high throughput analysis of various cell behaviors have made these platforms 

extremely popular. These 2D platforms have also been modified to cater the study of specific 

cell behaviors. For instance, in order to study wound healing, scratch and cell exclusion assays 

including Woundmaker, Radius exclusion assay, and CytoSelect have been produced58,59.  

Similarly, chamber type platforms including Boyden, multiwell and Dunn chambers have a 

porous filter sandwiched between a layer of cells and a chemoattractant, and are used to 

investigate cell invasion and protrusion dynamics studies60,61. Also, the filter component of the 

chambers have been replaced with native basement membrane to investigate the cytoskeletal 

dynamics of cancer specific protrusions called invadopodia62. Microfluidic devices that are 
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able to establish desired chemical gradients have also been used to investigate the influence of 

chemoattractants on cell behavior63.   

Platforms that probe cell force transmission dynamics include micropillars64, fluorescent bead 

infused gels65, atomic force microscopy (AFM)66, and micropipette aspiration67. Using 

photolithography techniques, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micropillars of known 

dimensions and mechanical properties can be manufactured and used as cantilevers whose 

deflection forces can be back calculated based on micropillar deflections caused by cells 

interacting with the micropillars. Similarly, cell traction forces can also be calculated by 

tracking the movement of fluorescent beads embedded in gels of known mechanical properties. 

AFM utilizes the interaction between cells and cantilevers of known stiffness to study 

mechanical properties of cells including cell force dynamics. Aspiration of cells using 

micropipettes have been used to study mechanical properties of cells such as cell stiffness and 

plasma membrane elasticity. Similarly, polymeric gels (example: polyacrylamide, PDMS) of 

known stiffness have been manufactured to investigate cell differentiation, migration and gene 

expression.  

While these platforms have yielded a wealth of information on biophysical cell-substrate 

interactions, they do not recapitulate the fibrous architecture of the ECM. Cell behavior 

observed on platforms that do not resemble the ECM may not necessarily correlate with what 

happens in vivo. For instance, while cell migration is primarily dictated by filopodial and 

lamellipodial actin structures on 2D flat substrates, migration of cells in 3D hydrogels have 

been described using blebbing based phenomenon68,69. Hence, platforms that offer a closer 

resemblance to the fibrous ECM are necessary. Some examples of platforms that do bear closer 

resemblance to the ECM include matrigels which are protein structures derived from mouse 

sarcoma cells70,71, collagen gels15,72, and brain slices73. These platforms provide cells with an 
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environment that closely resembles the native ECM, and hence, the results obtained from using 

these platforms can be inferred as similar to what happens in the body.  

Besides the use of cell derived platforms like matrigel, the biomedical engineering community 

has seen a tremendous increase in the use of fiber based platforms to interrogate cell behaviors. 

The popular use of nano-microfiber based platforms can be attributed to the fact that the 

diameter of the polymeric fibers can be engineered to closely represent those of collagen fibers 

(30nm-20μm) in the native ECM. Electrospinning is one of the most popular methods to 

generate polymeric fibers74–77. A polymeric solution exiting from a needle is made to interact 

with an electric field that extrudes nano-micron scale fibers off of a Taylor cone formed at the 

end of the polymeric solution reservoir. The fibers are collected on either a stationary 

conductive plate or a rotating drum. By altering the polymer solution concentration and electric 

parameters, fibers with desired properties can be manufactured. Not only have electrospun 

fibers been used to study cell-fiber interactions, their applications in tissue engineering is also 

being increasingly recognized. Namely, diameter of electrospun have been shown to affect 

neurite growth and migration of Schwann cells78. A more complicated version of electrospun 

fibers include the incorporation of degradable polymer which elicits the controlled release of a 

chemical substance that can aid in the differentiation of stem cells79. Given the immense 

potential of fibrous platforms in studying cell-fiber interactions, it is highly desirable to 

produce fibers with repeatable user defined properties like diameter, alignment, porosity, 

topography, architecture and degradability.  

 

2.3 Lack of tunable suspended fibrous platforms: the STEP Advantage  

Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) is a novel non-electrospinning 

technique that allows for the manufacturing of highly repeatable nano-micron sized polymeric 
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fibers with user defined parameters like diameter, spacing, orientation, alignment, and material 

properties80–83. These fibers can be up to centimeters in length, and can be manufactured to 

have diameters in the range 50nm- micron. Similarly, the alignment and spacing of the fibers 

can be highly controlled by the user to be within 2.5° and several μms respectively81,84.  

Pioneered by Amrinder Nain in 2008, the STEP technique does not use electricity to generate 

nano-micron diameter fibers80,83. Briefly, a polymeric solution of known concentration is 

placed in a glass micropipette attached to a syringe that applies pressure. Upon contact with a 

substrate, the polymeric solution gives off a fine protrusion of the solution that forms a 

nanofiber upon reaching the end of the substrate in contact. The nanofiber collecting substrate 

can be mounted to a motor stage in order to control the spacing of the fibers. Also, fiber 

junctions of hierarchical layers of fibers can be fused using a solvent treatment method to fuse 

multiple layers of fibers to form a netlike structure. Using hollow plastic frames, regions of 

suspended and aligned fibers can be formed. These fibers can be used to study the influence of 

different mechanical properties of the fibers on cell behavior.  

Until now, stem cell differentiation85, cell shape and migration control86, blebbing dynamics87, 

focal adhesion patterns18,86, nucleus shape18, collective cell migration, protrusion dynamics, 

forces exerted by cells88, and the response of cells to outside forces include some of the cell 

behaviors investigated using the fibers manufactured by the STEP technique. Repeatable 

spindle, rectangular and polygonal shaped cells were formed in response to fiber architecture 

which also influenced their migration speeds via preferential focal adhesion clustering in the 

direction of the fiber86. Furthermore, structural stiffness of the fibers (N/m) have been shown 

to elicit significant migration, focal adhesion cluster length and nucleus shape changes in a 

myoblast cell line18. The influence of structural stiffness independent of material elastic 

modulus was also observed in glioma cells where fibers of low structural stiffness elicited high 

migration speeds. Also, the relationship between cell spread area and blebbing dynamics of 
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glioma cells was investigated and found that cell spreading decreases both the occurrence and 

size of blebs in glioma cells87. Likewise, collective cell migration dynamics of fibroblast have 

been shown to depend on fiber architecture with crisscross patterned fibers accelerating in vitro 

gap closure. In particular, it has been shown that closure of gaps is dependent on their shape 

and size. Similarly, formation of spheroids upon retraction by cell clustered streams was also 

observed. Protrusion dynamics of glioma and breast cancer cells have been shown to be 

dependent on the cell type and fiber diameter. Similarly, forces exerted by glioma cells and 

their response to outside forces were measured to be in nN range. Upon exposure to actin 

polymerization inhibition drug cytochalasin D, glioma cells demonstrated significant decrease 

in cell spread area and force88.  

 

2.4 Using STEP fibers to facilitate the formation of leader cells  

An important part of collective cell migration is the presence of leader cells that coordinate the 

migration procedure. Leader cells have been identified in the context of wound healing27, 

malignancy89,90, mammary, salivary gland91,92, and Drosophila tracheal system formation93. 

Their major roles include exploration of the native ECM, generation of traction forces and 

proteolytic cleavage of the ECM to make room for the migrating stream of cells93. Often 

described to be initiated by chemical factors like transforming growth factor β (TGF β)94, leader 

cells show distinct patterns that include obtaining spindle shaped long morphology, loss of 

apical basal polarity, transitioning of cell adhesion proteins from E-cadherin to N-cadherin, 

upregulation of proteins like Delta 195, extracellular signal-regulated kinase (Erk 1/2)94, 

cytoskeletal reorganization including realignment of actin and penetration of microtubules in 

cellular protrusions27, and upregulation of basal genes including cytokeratin K14 and p6389. 

Platforms that have been used to investigate leader cell behavior include collagen gels, tumor 

organoids embedded in mice, and 2D well plates. While these platforms have identified several 
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biochemical components that initiate the formation of leader cells, the influence of biophysics 

on leader cell generation is relatively less understood. Owing to the fibrous nature of the ECM, 

it is important that we better understand how fiber biophysics influences the emergence of 

leader cells. Given the ability to control fiber alignment, spacing, diameter and material 

properties, the STEP platform serves as an ideal platform to investigate the influence of fiber 

biophysics on leader cell behavior. The work described here thus investigates single and 

collective cell-fiber interactions followed by a detailed investigation of leader cell formation 

and the influence of fiber biophysical properties in the generation of leader cells.  

 

2.5 Summary  

Given the recently recognized influence of cell-microenvironment, and in particular how single 

cell-fiber interactions may contribute to significant changes in cell migration and metastatic 

behaviors, a fiber based platform that allows the user to selectively and repeatedly control 

specific mechanical and architectural properties like elastic modulus, structural stiffness, fiber 

diameter and curvature, alignment and spacing is warranted. Although the influence of bulk 

mechanical properties of the ECM in diseased conditions have been well recognized, the 

importance of single cell level-ECM interactions cannot be underestimated. The major 

advantages of STEP technique over other fiber spinning platforms reported in literature are: 

highly repeatable control of a) diameter, b) spacing, and c) alignment of the fibers. Hence, 

allowing researchers to take a reductionist approach to investigating how single mechanical 

properties like structural stiffness independent of elastic modulus or fiber curvature could 

influence cell behaviors. Furthermore, selective design and manufacturing of fibers could allow 

the study of simultaneous influences of multiple aspects of a fiber. For instance, when a cell is 

interacting with a single fiber, it is able to sense the one dimensional direction of the fiber and 

align and polarize the cell body along the fiber. At the same time, it is able to wrap around the 
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fiber, and sense the curvature (as a function of fiber diameter) of the fiber. Similarly, the elastic 

modulus of the fiber would also be contributing to the behavior of the cell. By adopting a user 

defined design space of these properties, their individual and collective influence can be 

studied. While most of the knowledge in current literature of the influence of biophysics on 

cell behavior is based on bulk mechanical properties of the substrates the cells are interacting 

with, through this planned work, we propose to put forward the notion that single cell-fiber 

interactions are just as important in obtaining a comprehensive picture of how ECM biophysics 

influences cell behaviors. In doing so, the not so well understood questions like what 

biophysical factors tempt cells to migrate off of a primary tumor or into a wound can be better 

answered.  

In order to obtain this, the proposed work has been divided into leader cell detachment study, 

single cell migration and blebbing dynamics study, and collective cell migration and gap 

closure study. Firstly, fibroblast detachment dynamics was investigated in detail as a function 

of fiber mechanical properties. In particular, leader cell evasion, and protrusion dynamics and 

its sensitivity to change in fiber properties was evaluated. The overall hypothesis that cell 

evasion occurs by a biophysical conditioning phase causing cells to become single migratory 

leaders partly in response to biophysical cues obtained from its immediate fibrous environment 

was addressed. Furthermore, the influence of structural stiffness (N/m) on glioma cell 

migration and force exertion was investigated in order to probe the behavior of highly invasive 

cancer cells. Finally, collective cell migration dynamics of cells was investigated. Specifically, 

collective cell stream, cell sheet and gap closure dynamics of fibroblast cells as they interacted 

with suspended and aligned nanofibers of different architecture was studied. The findings from 

the proposed work will not only add novel insights to the not so well understood realm of cell-

fiber based interactions, but also potentially help better understand disease phenomenon like 

wound healing or metastasis.  
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Chapter 3:  

Leader cell formation and detachment dynamics  

 

3.1 Introduction  

 

Single and collective cell migration starts with the initiation of leader cells. One of the early 

studies performed in 2003 described leader cells as cells near the edge of a monolayer that 

reorganized their cytoskeleton, realigned actin, disassembled marginal bundles and moved 

forward as microtubules penetrated the leading edge of the cells. They described a pivotal role 

of RhoA protein in the formation of leader cells where inhibition and constitutive expression 

of RhoA protein transformed most edge cells into leaders and suppressed the formation of 

leader cells respectively27. Over the last decade, a wealth of studies have investigated the 

biochemical and biophysical factors that trigger the formation and corresponding changes that 

occur in leader cells. Formation of leader cells have been deemed important in many 

physiological phenomenon including wound closure94, regeneration of corneal epithelium, 

Drosophila trachea, mammary gland and salivary gland formation96–98, and in diseased 

conditions like metastasis93,95. The primary functions of leader cells include exploration of their 

native ECM, generation of tractional forces and proteolytic degradation of the native ECM to 

make room for the follower cells93.  

 

They have been shown to be triggered by several biochemical components including vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF), epidermal growth factor 

(EGF), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1), stromal cell-

derived factor (SDF-1), and transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF β1)93,94,99,100. These 

biochemical signals have been shown to impact RhoA (Ras homolog gene family member A), 
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Rac1 (Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin substrate 1), Cdc42 (Cell division control protein 42), 

and FAK (Focal adhesion kinase) proteins in the leader cells, eventually causing them to obtain 

spindle morphology, losing apical basal polarity and migrate as leader cells93.  

 

Given the importance of leader cells, identification of factors that help transform a generic cell 

to a leader, distinguishing it from a follower cell has been important. Studies have proposed 

that leader cells are able to interact with the native ECM whereas the follower cells attach to 

degraded or reconstructed ECM. This allows the leader cells to engage different sets of integrin 

proteins (particularly α2β1, α5β1, and α5β3) as opposed to follower cells (particularly α6β1, 

and α6β4) which could lead to differences in polarity amongst leader and follower cells99,101. 

Similar to epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers that include decreased E-

cadherin90, cytokeratin, and increased N-cadherin, and vimentin levels102,103, studies in the past 

decade have established distinct leader cell markers. Precisely, Delta1 membrane protein93,95, 

growth factor sensitivity, extracellular regulated kinase (Erk 1/2)94, basal epithelial genes like 

cytokeratin-14 (K14)89, p63 have been shown to be upregulated in leaders, whereas Notch 

protein in the follower cells. Specifically, while only about 1.4% of the cell population in a 

tumor organoid embedded in collagen gel consisted of K14+ve cells, 88% the leader cells 

emerging from the organoids were K14+ve. The study also showed that K14-ve cells were 

transitioning to K14+ve cells despite being treated by mitosis inhibitor aphidocolin. 

Furthermore, the invasive behavior of the leader cells was increased by the presence of collagen 

I indicating a clear influence of the native environment on leader cell behavior89. Similarly, 

studies have also shown that biophysical factors like mechanical compression and access to 

free space enhanced migratory capacity of leader cells in breast cancer cell lines90.  
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These studies in the last decade have used various in vivo and in vitro platforms such as 2D 

well plates, collagen gels, and mice. This has sometimes resulted in conflicting results that 

suggest that the leader cell-native environment relationship is not well understood. For 

instance, studies have suggested that a switch from cytokeratin to vimentin is an important 

factor during cell invasion103. At the same time, leader cells coming out of a tumor organoid 

embedded in collagen gel showed no upregulation of commonly used EMT markers like Twist, 

Slug and vimentin89. These results warrant that leader cell behavior could be substrate 

dependent. Hence, platforms that closely represent the native migratory environment of leader 

cells, and allow the user to decouple biochemical and biophysical components are warranted.  

 

In this context, aligned ECM collagen fibers have been well recognized as one of the major 

indicators of poor prognosis of breast cancer. Over the progress of a tumor, a normal breast 

ECM which is primarily composed of collagen fibers in wavy patterns evolve to form highly 

aligned structures that lay perpendicular to the mass of the tumor42,44,104. While the association 

of bulk mechanical property of the breast tissue like elastic modulus have been associated with 

higher grades of breast cancer, the biophysical factors that tempt cancer cells to migrate off of 

the tumor are not well recognized. Identifying biophysical triggers of metastasis in in vivo 

platforms is difficult as it is not possible to isolate individual cell-collagen fiber biophysical 

interactions among many biochemical and biophysical cues that are present in a native ECM. 

Among many, platforms that change the bulk properties of a substrate (example, collagen, 

matrigel and polyacrylamide gels) and study the resultant behavior of cells are popular. With 

the recognition of ECM collagen fiber alignment as a dominant feature in determining 

metastatic potential, studies in the last couple of years have focused on the microarchitecture 

of the gels. The highly repeatable pattern of aligned collagen fibers in vivo have been 

categorized as tumor associated collagen signatures (TACS) which facilitate the metastasis of 
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cells away from the tumor. Analogous to histologic evidence of aligned collagen structures, 

recent studies using collagen gels have shown that the microarchitecture of the collagen gel 

that is in contact with the cells have a higher influence on cell behavior than the bulk 

mechanical property of the substrate50,105. In particular, they demonstrated that the pore size 

significantly changed polarization and migration of MDA-MB-231 cells independent of elastic 

modulus of the substrate50. Similarly, directional persistence was observed to be significantly 

enhanced by alignment of collagen fibers where individual cell protrusions extending in 

directions other than the alignment of the fiber was observed to be highly reduced105.  

 

It is therefore highly imperative that further biophysical cues that can potentially trigger leader 

cell formation be identified. In particular, biophysical properties like the elastic modulus 

(N/m2), structural stiffness (N/m), spacing, and curvature as a function of diameter can be 

investigated. In this study, we therefore utilize the previously reported Spinneret based Tunable 

Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique to manufacture nano-micron diameter polymeric 

fibers to closely represent the fibrous architecture of the native ECM. Keeping the elastic 

modulus of the substrate the same, the influence of fiber curvature as a function of fiber 

diameter have been investigated. An array of highly aligned polystyrene fibers of specific 

diameters (200nm, 500nm and 1μm) were made to interact with a monolayer of fibroblast cells. 

The emergent cells that made their way to the fibers from the monolayer were termed leader 

cells and their migratory behavior was characterized. In particular, it was observed that leader 

cells either migrated as single cells in distinct recoiling patterns (hence termed ‘Recoiling’ 

cells), or pull along an array of follower cells while maintaining their cell-cell contacts (hence 

termed ‘Chain cells’). The migration dynamics of recoiling leader cells were observed to be 

influenced by the curvature of the fibers with cell migrating away from the monolayer at higher 

recoiling speeds when interacting with fibers of lower curvature (and high diameter). The 
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results obtained from the study can ultimately be used to better understand the role of fiber 

properties on the initiation of leader cells.   

 

3.2 Materials and Methods  

Scaffold preparation: Rectangular incisions were made into 300µm thick plastic cover slips 

(Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to create gaps of 2x3mm2. Polystyrene (PS, Scientific 

Polymer Products, Ontario, NY, Mw: 2 x 106 g mol-1) was dissolved in xylene (Fischer 

Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) at 7% (w/w) to prepare a polymeric solution for fiber spinning. After 

at least 48 hours of solution preparation, the solution was extruded off of a glass micropipette 

to deposit 500nm diameter suspended and aligned fibers in parallel and cross-hatch patterns 

using the previously described Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) 

technique at 15% relative humidity and room temperature. The diameter of the fibers were 

confirmed with scanning electron micrograph measurements. In order to investigate the leader 

cell migration dynamics, fibers of a smaller (200nm) and larger (1μm) diameters were also 

manufactured. Fibers of diameters 94nm, 200nm and 545nm were manufactured by Brian 

Koons to investigate the influence of cancer cell protrusions and the role of vimentin in 

protrusion dynamics. Similarly, flat fibers of widths 300nm and 600 were manufactured by 

Zhou Ye in order to investigate protrusive behavior of breast cancer and glioma cells. These 

scaffolds were tacked down in glass bottom six-well dishes (MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA) 

using high vacuum grease (Dow Corning, Midland, MI). The scaffolds were sterilized with 

ultraviolet rays in a sterile Biosafety hood (1300 Series A2, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) 

for twenty minutes before cell seeding.  

Cell culture and seeding: NIH 3T3 mouse embryo fibroblast were obtained as generous gifts 

from Dr Jarvik, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA. As recommended by the 

American Type Cell Culture (ATCC), these cells were grown in T25 cell culture flasks 
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(Corning Inc., Corning, NY) with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, HyClone, 

Logan, UT) and 10% bovine calf serum (ATCC, Manassas, VA). DBTRG-05MG (Denver 

Brain Tumor Research Group-05MG) cell line was purchased from ATCC (American Type 

Culture Collection, Manassas, VA). The cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 media (ATCC), 

supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone, Canada), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (HyClone, 

Logan, UT), additional 30mg/L L-proline, 35mg/L L-cystine, 3.57g/L HEPES (4-(2-

Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), 15mg/L hypoxanthine, 1mg/L adenosine 

triphosphate, 10mg/L adenine, and 1mg/L thymidine (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) as 

recommended by ATCC. The cell cultures were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2. MDA-MB-

231 cells were purchased from ATCC and maintained in L-15 media (HyClobe, Loga, UT) 

with 10% FBS (ATCC) at 37°C. Vimentin silenced (shVim) DBTRG-05MG and MDA-MB-

231 cells were obtained from Dr. Denis Wirtz, Johns Hopkins University, Maryland, USA. 

Before seeding the cells onto the STEP fibers, the cells were suspended in cell media as follows. 

Media from a T25 flask containing adherent cells was aspirated out and the adherent cells were 

rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) twice. They 

were then incubated with 500µl 0.25% Trypsin (HyClone, Logan, UT) for five minutes at 37°C 

and suspended in fresh cell culture media. Concentrated cell suspension was seeded on two 

plastic platforms adjacent to the suspended STEP fibers and the cells were allowed to attach 

overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2 (MDA-MB-231 was cultured in CO2 independent 

environment). After cell attachment, 2ml of cell culture media with 1% penicillin/streptomycin 

(HyClone, Logan, UT) was added to the well to facilitate further cell growth. The cell culture 

media was changed 2 to 3 times a week after rinsing the substrates with PBS.  

Cells were transfected with LentiBrite GFP-Vimentin Lentiviral Biosensor (17-10152, EMD 

Millipore, Billerica, MA) in order to image for live vimentin activity in DBTRG-05MG and 

MDA-MB-231 cells. As recommended by Millipore, cells attached to STEP fibers of interest 
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were cultured with LentiBrite biosensor at 30 MOI (multiplicity of infection), with 400ul of 

media overnight. Additional 2ml of cell culture media was added to the wells after about 12 

hours of incubation and the cells were incubated for 24 hours more. The media containing 

LentiBrite biosensor was then aspirated out, cells were washed with PBS twice, and 2ml of 

fresh cell culture media was added to the cells. The cells were imaged using a GFP filter 24 

hours after the addition of fresh media.  

Imaging: The scaffolds were imaged using a Zeiss microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, Jena, 

Germany) with incubating capacity (maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2). Two distinct methods 

of imaging were used: a) phase contrast mosaic images of the scaffolds were obtained with a 

10x objective every day up to two weeks after the first cells started migrating onto the 

suspended nanofibers, and b) time lapse phase contrast images were obtained using 20x and 

40x objectives in order to investigate leader cell migration and local wound closure dynamics 

on STEP nanofibers every 3 to 10 minutes for up to 30 hour periods.  

Data analysis 

The mosaic images and time lapse videos were analyzed using AxioVision and ImageJ 

software.  

Leader cell dynamics: Leader cells are defined as the cells that were able to make their way 

through the dense monolayer and eventually appear and migrate onto the suspended nanofibers. 

After observing distinct migratory patterns of leader cells, they were categorized into two major 

types: recoiling and chain. Leader cell dynamics were investigated using morphological and 

migratory metrics including cell area, length, width, angle and gap with the fiber it is associated 

with, the number of times it comes back to the monolayer, cell division occurrences, distance, 

displacement, persistence, the number of cells in contact during detachment, the length of 
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contact, the number of cells following the leader and cell division occurrences of the follower 

cells.  

Recoiling leader cells exhibited an almost elastic detachment from the monolayer. In addition 

to the above metrics, the detachment dynamics of recoiling leader cells were further examined. 

Specifically, the Conditioning time which is the time from the first appearance of a leader cell 

protrusion on the nanofibers to cell detachment from the monolayer was recorded. Leader cell 

morphology was characterized by measuring cell area, aspect ratio (cell length to width), angle 

made by the cell with the fiber, and the gap distance between the cell body and the fiber before 

detachment. By measuring the distance covered by the cell (measured from the nucleus), the 

detachment speed of the leader cells were also calculated. In addition to detachment speed, the 

Slip distance of the cells was also measured. The Slip distance is defined as the distance from 

the tip of a leader cell protrusion before detachment to the maximum displacement of the cell 

after detachment from the monolayer. The morphology of the leader cell immediately after 

detachment was also characterized by measuring the cell area and aspect ratio. The kinetic and 

potential energy of the cells before and after detachment were also estimated. The potential 

energy of the cell was estimated by modelling it as a spring. Using a spring constant value (k) 

of 9.75mM/m obtained by Webster et al. for fibroblasts using Atomic Force Microscopy 

technique 11, and change in cell length during cell detachment (x), the potential energy was 

calculated using the formula 
𝑘𝑥2

2
. Similarly, the kinetic energy of the cell during detachment 

was calculated using the formula 
𝑚𝑣2

2
 where cell mass (m) was considered to be 500pg as 

estimated by Grover et al. and detachment velocity (v) was measured using AxioVision 106. 

Recoiling leader cells mostly obtained a bulb shaped morphology immediately after 

detachment. Hence, the amount of time taken for the cells to revert back to spindle 

morphologies were also measured. Additionally, the speed, displacement, and persistence of 
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the detached leader cells were measured up to one hour after detachment to investigate if the 

leader cells maintained their ballistic migratory nature.   

Cancer cell protrusion dynamics was investigated by fitting an ellipse next to a cell protrusion 

and using an eccentricity parameter to fit the shape of the ellipse. Eccentricity values of 0 and 

1 indicated rod like and triangular protrusions respectively. The protrusion and vimentin 

lengths were measured using AxioVision and the eccentricity of the ellipses were measured 

using ImageJ. 

Statistical analysis Statistical analysis of the data was conducted using GraphPad Prism 

(GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) software. In particular, D’Agostino & Pearson 

omnibus normality test was used to determine the normality of the data. A non-parametric 

Kruskal-Wallis and two-tailed Mann-Whitney test or parametric ANOVA and two tailed-

Student’s t-tests were used to determine statistical significance depending on the normality of 

the data. A p-value of 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Standard errors were 

calculated and represented as error bars in the respective figures.   

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Leader cell dynamics 

Leader cells were defined as pioneers of collective fibroblast migration on the suspended 

nanofibers. These cells initiated migration by first extending protrusions on nanofibers, 

extending their cell body away from the monolayer, and eventually detaching themselves from 

the monolayer in peculiarly high speeds. Also, leader cells that maintained cell-cell contacts 

with their follower cells and pulled them away from the monolayer were observed. Hence, we 

defined two distinct types of leader cells: ‘recoiling’ leader cells (RLC) which detach from the 

monolayers at high speeds, and ‘chain’ leaders (CL) that tug onto their followers and pull them 
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away from the monolayer towards the nanofiber networks (Fig. 3.1). We then compared and 

contrasted their migration dynamics, interaction with neighboring cells, cellular morphology, 

and the dynamics of cells that followed the leaders, or follower cells.  

Influence of fiber spacing on leader cell formation: Cells were coming off of the monolayer as 

either recoiling leaders which stretched along the nanofiber and shot out of the monolayer, or 

as chain leaders that maintained their cell-cell adhesions with their follower cells and dragged 

a stream of cells along the fibers. We observed that the fiber spacing played a crucial role in 

determining the formation of these types of leader (Fig. 3.1). In particular, we observed that 

recoiling leaders were not as common when the fiber spacing was less than 10μm (Fig. 3.1C). 

Once the fiber spacing increased beyond 10μm, the occurrence of recoiling leaders increased 

significantly. This behavior was consistent with the three sets of fiber diameters tested. 

Formation of chain leaders on a single fiber also exhibited a similar pattern (Fig. 3.1A). 

Specifically, very few chain leaders on a single fiber was observed when the spacing between 

the fibers were less than 20μm. However, once the spacing increased beyond this threshold, 

chain leaders on a single fiber was observed irrespective of the fiber diameter. Chain leaders 

on double fibers were strictly dependent on the spacing of the fibers (Fig. 3.1B). In particular, 

almost all the chain leaders observed on double fibers occurred when the spacing between the 

 

Figure 3.1. The influence of fiber spacing on the generation of the type of fibroblast leader cells. The relative percentage of chain leader 

cells coming off of a single fiber (A), and double fibers (B) as a function of fiber spacing (Chain cells: small diameter N=60, medium 

diameter N=136, large diameter N=52). The percentages of recoiling leaders coming off of the fibers at various fiber spacing are shown in 

C (small diameter N=70, medium diameter N= 165, large diameter N=52). Small: 200nm, Medium: 500nm, Large: 1000nm diameter 

fibers.  
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fibers were less than 30μm.  This was true for all the fiber diameters tested. In particular, no 

chain leaders on double fibers were observed when fiber spacing increased beyond 17μm for 

fibers of diameter 200nm, 27μm for fibers of diameter 500nm, and 29μm for fibers of 1000nm.  

In essence, these results give rise to a design space for the generation of specific type of leader 

cells. In order to facilitate the formation of chain cells on double fibers, fiber spacing should 

 

Figure 3.2. Time lapse images of recoiling and chain leaders (A, B). Migration dynamics of RLC and CL: C) cell 

displacement of CL (N=21) and RLC (N=156) at various stages of detachment, D) persistence (displacement/distance) of 

CL and RLC after detachment, E) the number of cells following the leader cells.  RLC and CL interactions with neighboring 

cells: F) number of cells in contact, G) circumferential cell contact length, and H) the time the leader cell is in contact with 

at least one cell.  
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be less than 30μm (for fibers of diameter greater than 500nm) and 20μm (for fibers of diameter 

less than 500nm). Similarly, in order to facilitate the formation of recoiling cells or chain cells 

on single fibers, fiber spacing should be more than 30μm (for fibers of diameter greater than 

500nm), and 20μm (for fibers of diameter less than 500nm). This behavior could be explained 

by the ability of cells to span the distance between the fibers. Fibroblasts for instance have 

diameters of about 20μm, hence they would be able to spread between fibers of similar spacing. 

In accordance to this, our results indicate that chain leaders occur more on double fibers when 

the spacing between the fibers is around the diameter of a fibroblast cell. It is however 

noteworthy that increasing the fiber diameter increases this threshold to 30μm. It would thus 

be suggested that increasing fiber diameter also encourages cells to span longer distances.  

Migration dynamics: While RLC are characterized by their ability to detach at abnormally high 

speeds from the monolayers, CL migrated at significantly lower speeds. The detachment 

dynamics of RLC is further characterized in the following section. Briefly, a recoiling 

detachment of leader cells from the monolayer base was preceded by cellular protrusions and 

declining cell-cell contacts. As they continued migrating onto the fibers away from the 

monolayer, their speeds were not as high. Hence, we measured the displacements of RLC 

during detachment from the monolayer (N=70), in the next 1 hour after detachment if the cell 

was in frame (N=56), and the remaining time the cell was in frame (N=56) in order to assess 

the migratory dynamics of RLC during varying stages of detachment. We then compared these 

with the displacement of CL (N=21). Since the data were not all normally distributed (D’ 

Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC during detachment: p < 0.001; 

RLC 1 hour after detachment: p <0.0001; RLC >1 hour after detachment: p = 0.12; NRLC: p 

= 0.002), a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test determined that the magnitude of displacement 

were statistically significant (p<0.0001). The recoiling speed of the RLC was significantly 

(almost 4 times) higher than those for CL, its own displacement in the next hour and the 
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remaining time the cell was in frame (Fig. 3.2C). It was however interesting to note that RLC 

still had significantly higher displacements than CL 1 hour after detachment and >1 hour after 

detachment (Dunn’s multiple comparison test). This result suggests a superior migratory ability 

of RLC to CL regardless of its detachment stage from the monolayer.  

In addition to its displacement, we also measured directional persistence 

(displacement/distance traveled) of the RLC >1hour after detachment (N=74) and CL (N=21) 

and found no significant difference between the two (Fig. 3.2D, D’ Agostino & Pearson 

omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC persistence >1 hour after detachment: p = 0.0015; 

CL: p = 0.26, and Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.64). Similarly, displacement of 15% of RLC 

>1hour after detachment and 14% of CL were towards the monolayer. On average, RLC were 

observed for 104 ± 13 minutes after detachment and the CL were observed for 301 ± 35 

minutes.  

 

Figure 3.3. RLC and CL cell morphology analysis: A) cell length, B) cell width, C) aspect ratio, D) cell-fiber gap, E) angle, 

and F) cell area.  
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The results obtained from observing the migration dynamics of leader cells indicate that in 

addition to cell body detachment of RLC at abnormally high speeds, the magnitudes of their 

displacement is still significantly higher than those of CL. However, once detached, the two 

distinct leader cell types had comparable persistence, with about 85% of the cells migrating 

away from the monolayer.  

Interaction with neighboring cells: Interaction of the leader cells with their neighbors was 

assessed by counting the number of cells they had contacts with, the circumferential length of 

their contact, and the time they remained in contact with at least one cell other than the 

monolayer. The CL demonstrated superior interaction with its neighboring cells compared to 

RLC measured by these metrics. On average, the RLC had contact with less than one cell before 

detaching from the monolayer which was significantly less than the contacts made by CL (Fig. 

3.2F). Once detached, RLC interacted with more cells, but the change was not statistically 

significant. After detachment of the RLC, the number of cells in contact was comparable to 

those of CL (D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC before 

detachment: p=0.05, RLC after detachment: p <0.0001, NRLC: p= 0.62, Krushkal-Wallis test: 

p = 0.0005, Dunn’s multiple comparison test for analysis among the groups). Similarly, CL 

had significantly more circumferential contact length with the neighboring cells than the RLC 

(Fig. 3.2G, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC before 

detachment: p<0.0001, CL: p= 0.005, Mann-Whitney test: p < 0.0001). Also, the CL spent 

significantly more time being in contact with the neighboring cells than the RLC (Fig. 3.2H, 

D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC after detachment: p=0.0002, 

CL: p= 0.28, Mann-Whitney test: p < 0.0001).  

These results suggest that CL primarily like to associate themselves with neighboring and 

follower cells and potentially influence their migration towards the nanofibers by maintaining 
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significant cell-cell contact. The RLC on the other hand, are speed oriented wandering cells 

that do not like to associate with neighboring and follower cells.  

Influence on follower cells: The influence a leader has on its follower cells is an important 

characterization of a leader cell. We assessed this influence by counting the number of cells 

that followed the leader and the instances where a densely packed steam of follower cells 

extended from the monolayer and followed the leader. Owing to the higher influence CL had 

on its neighboring cells, it was not surprising to observe that CL had significantly more number 

of follower cells (Fig. 3.2C, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC: 

p<0.0001, CL: p =0.1811, Mann-Whitney test, p <0.0001).  

In addition to their influence on neighboring cells, the results show that CL have a more 

significant ability to bring other cells along their migratory routes although their migration 

speeds may be lower than those for RLC.  

Cell morphology: RLC were mostly inclined at an angle with a measurable gap (in 59% of the 

cells) between the cell and the nanofiber before detachment. The CL on the other hand, formed 

triangular structures, but did not have a significant cell-fiber gap when migrating out of the 

monolayer (Fig. 3.3D, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC: 

p=0.02, CL: p <0.001, Mann-Whitney test, p <0.0001). The measured angle of the cells before 

 

Figure 3.4. The migration dynamics of a recoiling leader cell. (N=165) 
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detachment, however, were not statistically different (Fig. 3.3E, D’ Agostino & Pearson 

omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC: p=0.0003, CL: p =0.43, Mann-Whitney test, 

p=0.2). Similarly, cell length (Fig. 3.3A, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; 

p-values: RLC: p=0.002, CL: p =0.42, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.88), area (Fig. 3.3F, D’ 

Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC: p=0.05, CL: p =0.75, Mann-

Whitney test, p=0.5), and aspect ratio (Fig. 3.3C, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 

normality test; p-values: RLC: p=0.09, CL: p =0.29, Student’s t-test, p=0.14) of RLC and CL 

were comparable to each other. But, the RLC had a significantly smaller cell width compared 

to the CL (Fig. 3.3B, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: RLC: 

p<0.0001, CL: p =0.03, Mann-Whitney test, p=0.05). 

Despite the pronounced cell-fiber gap observed in RLC, cellular morphology of these types of 

cells were similar to each other. We then asked if the cell-fiber gap could be contributing to the 

increased detachment speed of RLC. In other words, is there a morphological signature of the 

RLC that triggers their detachment from the monolayer? In order to address this concern, we 

further investigated the detachment dynamics and cell morphology of RLC during detachment.  

Migration dynamics of a Recoiling leader: Detachment of fibroblast cell bodies from the 

monolayer at peculiarly high speeds of more than 400μm/hr (Fig. 3.4) to the best of our 

knowledge, has not been reported before. We then asked whether morphological, cytoskeletal 

or the influence of the environment would trigger the detachments of fibroblast at such 

significant speeds away from the monolayer. Knowledge of triggering factors could not only 

improve the design of tissue 

engineering scaffolds for 

faster healing of chronic 

wounds, but could also 

potentially highlight the 

 

Figure 3.5. The influence of conditioning time and recoiling angle on cell 

length of RLC before detachment. (N=165) 
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detachment and migration triggering conditions for diseases like cancer 107. Therefore, we 

investigated the leader cell morphology, the influence of acto-myosin interaction 

compromising drug y-27632 13,108, and the influence of changing fiber diameters on detachment 

dynamics of recoiling leaders (N=165).  

 

Influence of cell morphology: Recoiling leaders extended their protrusions on a nanofiber from 

the monolayer. After repeated protrusion extensions and retractions, they extended their bodies 

in a triangular shape away from the monolayer. The triangular shape of the cell was quantified 

by an average cell recoiling angle of 8.4 ± 0.6° before detachment. Interestingly, RLC length 

and recoiling angle were inversely related with longer cells forming lower recoiling angles and 

vice versa (Fig. 3.5B, R2 = 0.11). Before detachment, a measurable gap between the cell and 

 

Figure 3.6. (A-C) Cell morphological factors that have the least, (D-F) some, and (G-I) the most influence on recoiling 

speed. (N=165) 
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the fiber (averaging 5 

± 0.5μm) was often 

observed. This was 

followed by declining 

cell-monolayer 

contacts and a sudden 

high speed detachment of the leader cell (averaging 428 ± 14μm/hr) from the monolayer. The 

time taken (conditioning time) by a leader cell to first appear on the nanofiber to detachment 

from the monolayer was 107 ± 6 minutes on average. Longer conditioning times were 

correlated with longer leader cell length before detachment (Fig. 3.5A, R2 = 0.13). The leader 

cells exhibited elongated cell morphology (average aspect ratio of 7.6 ± 0.22) before 

detachment, and formed a bulb/teardrop like morphology (average aspect ratio of 2.7 ± 0.1) 

after detachment from the monolayer. The teardrop shape of the detached leader indicates that 

the rear side of the cell detached from the monolayer and recoiled 109, while the front still 

remained adhered to the nanofiber. This was further demonstrated by relatively small distance 

covered by the front of the leader cell during detachment, called the slip distance (average 13 

± 1 µm). After detachment, the transition from a teardrop to a more common spindle 

morphology of the leader cells took about 18 ± 2 minutes. Interestingly, RLC detaching at 

higher recoiling speeds had lower slip distances although the correlation was very low (R2 = 

0.03). After detachment from the monolayer, the RLC mostly migrated away from the 

monolayer. An average displacement and speed of the RLC after detachment were 64 ± 6 and 

88 ± 5 µm/hr respectively, with a persistence of 0.81± 0.02 away from the monolayer. We 

further analyzed the degrees of impact of these cell morphology characteristics on the recoiling 

speed of the RLC.  

 

Figure 3.7. Increasing recoiling speed (A) and kinetic energy (B) of RLC as potential 

energy increases. (N=165) 
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Cell-fiber gap, recoiling angle and cell width before detachment had the least correlation with 

detachment speed of the RLC (Fig. 3.6 (A-C), R2 values of 0.009, 0.008, and 0.01 respectively). 

On the other hand, factors like cell aspect ratio, area and length before detachment had some 

influence on recoiling speed of RLC (Fig. 3.6 (D-F), R2 values of 0.08, 0.1, and 0.1 

respectively). Finally, conditioning time, change in cell length and area during recoiling had 

the highest influence on detachment speed of RLC (Fig. 3.6 (G-I), R2 values of 0.19, 0.15, and 

0.15).  

Overall, the data obtained from observing detachment dynamics of RLC suggest that these cells 

behave like simple linear elastic springs that are essentially at a tug of war between being 

attached to the monolayer on one side, and trying to migrate away from the monolayer using 

the fibers as a highway 110,111. As they take time extending their cell bodies away from the 

monolayer, they are essentially increasing their elastic potential energy which is acquired by 

virtue of increasing cell length. Upon successful decline of cell-monolayer contacts, this 

potential energy is used to propel the rear part of the cell forward at recoiling speeds exceeding 

400µm/hr. This phenomenon can be deduced by observing the positive correlation of 

increasing potential energy of the cells with higher recoiling speeds, and eventually kinetic 

energy (Fig. 3.7, R2 values of 0.11 and 0.1 respectively). The change in cell area, length and 

conditioning time are therefore most crucial in facilitating the recoiling of RLC at such high 

speeds. Factors like cell-fiber gap, recoiling angle and cell width on the other hand, did not 

seem to play a critical role in facilitating high speed recoiling of leader cells. It is also 

interesting to observe that the front of the cell migrated only about 13µm during the recoiling 

episode. Although these cells are recoiling at exceptionally high speeds, the front of the cell 

does not migrate as much.  
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Migration of the leader cells after detachment however, did not seem to be influenced by the 

recoiling episode. In other words, leader cells that exhibited high recoiling speeds, did not 

necessarily migrate faster after detaching from the monolayer. In particular, the displacement 

of the leader cells an hour after recoiling was very weakly related with cell length before 

recoiling and the recoiling speed. 

Influence of acto-myosin contractility: In the last few decades, studies have attributed the 

retraction of cell rear mostly to actin-myosin II interactions 112,113. Hence, we asked the 

question if the recoiling of leader cells can be compromised by inhibiting actin-myosin 

interactions. We measured the displacement of RLC (N=70, also shown in Fig. 3.2C) during 

recoiling, 1 hour after recoiling, and >1 hour after recoiling. Similarly, the displacements of 

leader cells when exposed to 10µM (N=106), and 20µM (N=80) ROCK inhibitor y-27632 were 

investigated 114. Average maximum displacements for the cells exposed to y-27632 were 

significantly lower than those not exposed to the drug (Fig. 3.8 (A-C), D’ Agostino & Pearson 

 

Figure 3.8. RLC displacement dynamics without (A, N=165), with 10µM (B, N= 106), and 20µM (C, N= 80) y-27632 

exposure. Max displacement (D) and persistence (E) of RLC without, with 10µM, and 20µM y-27632.  
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omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: Without drug: p<0.0001, y-27632 10µM: p=0.4413, 

20µM: p<0.0001, Krushkal-Wallis test: p<0.0001). Furthermore, while the leader cells 

exhibited peculiarly high recoiling speeds, and showed a significant decrease to speeds slightly 

less than 100µm/hr after recoiling, cells under the influence of the drug migrated at consistent, 

and significantly lower speeds of about 5-15µm/hr (Fig. 3.8 (A-C)). In particular, the leader 

cell displacements when exposed to both 10µM (Fig. 3.8B, D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus 

K2 normality test; p-values: Hour 1: p<0.0001, Hour 2: p<0.0001, Hour 3: p=0.3, Hour 4: 

p=0.06, Hour 5: p=0.05, Krushkal-Wallis test: p=0.77) and 20µM (Fig. 3.8C, D’ Agostino & 

Pearson omnibus K2 normality test; p-values: Hour 1: p<0.0001, Hour 2: p=0.18, Hour 3: 

p<0.0001, Hour 4: p<0.0001, Hour 5: p<0.0001, Krushkal-Wallis test: p=0.83) y-27632 were 

not statistically different between the 5 hours of observation. Their ability to recoil was 

significantly compromised as shown by the relatively steady and slow displacements between 

5 consecutive hours of observation. Unlike the RLC that were not exposed to y-27632, Only 

5% and 2.5% of the leader cells exposed to 10 and 20µM y-27632 respectively were able to 

recoil and detach from the monolayer. Cells exposed to y-27632 were also less persistent in the 

direction away from the monolayer (Fig. 3.8 (D-E), D’ Agostino & Pearson omnibus K2 

normality test; p-values: Without drug: p<0.0001, y-27632 10µM: p<0.0001, 20µM: p=0.03, 

Krushkal-Wallis test: p<0.0001).  

These results strongly reinforce that actin-myosin contractility is one of the most important 

driving forces for detachment and recoiling of RLC. Compromised actin-myosin interactions 

not only minimized cell migration speeds, it significantly reduced the occurrence of RLC 

detachment from the monolayer.  

Role of substrate topography and vimentin in cellular protrusions: Change in cytoskeletal 

proteins is one of the major occurrence during leader cell formation27. Leader cells extend 

cellular protrusion in their native environment as precursors of migration. Vimentin was first 
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associated with migrating 

cells in 1983115,116. Since 

then, vimentin has been 

shown to be critical in EMT, 

wound closure and cancer 

metastasis. Interestingly, 

lack of vimentin did not 

impede embryogenesis in 

mice suggesting that the role 

of vimentin may only be 

important in an adult 

organism and not during 

embryonic development115. 

Their role has also been implicated in protrusive structures called invadopodia that cancer cells 

utilize in order to puncture the basement membrane and metastasize to the surrounding tissue. 

Specifically, it was noted that vimentin was required for the elongation, not the formation of 

invadopodia117. In another study investigating the role of leader cells however, vimentin was 

not shown to be a critical component of the leader cell89. These conflicting results show that 

the role of vimentin in leader cell migration and protrusion is not well understood. Here, we 

have isolated the investigation of cell protrusion from cell migration by using fibers of different 

diameters. Specifically, glioma and breast cancer cells were seeded on criss cross fibers of a 

micron size fiber (base fiber) and a smaller diameter (protrusion fiber) (Fig. 3.9A). The 

presence of a relatively large diameter base fiber limited the migration of the cells to the base 

fiber allowing us to solely investigate the influence of fiber properties on protrusions extended 

by DBTRG-05MG glioma and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. In order to investigate the 

 

Figure 3.9. Schematic diagram showing the base and protrusion fiber (A), 

scanning electron micrographs of the fibers (B) and protrusion dynamics of 

DBTRG-05MG and MDA-MB-231 cells on flat and round fibers (C).  
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role of curvature in protrusion extension, circular fibers (fabricated by Brian Koons), and flat 

fibers (fabricated by Zhou Ye) were used (Fig. 3.9B). In order to capture the shape of the 

protrusion, an eccentricity parameter was introduced (Fig. 3.9C). It was observed that glioma 

and breast cancer cells extended triangular protrusions (with more eccentricity) quickly on flat 

fibers when compared to protrusion dynamics in circular fibers where protrusions were mostly 

rod like and slowly extended to triangular protrusions. These results indicate that the shape of 

the protrusion could be time and substrate dependent as cells were fanning out much quickly 

in fibers of flat dimensions.  

We further investigated the role of vimentin in a protrusion through live vimentin imaging and 

shVim DBTRG-05MG and MDA-MB-231 cells on regular cylindrical fibers. We observed the 

following chain of events during a protrusion: first, cells send out rod like protrusive structures 

that are less than 10μm in length, then these protrusive structures start fanning out as the length 

of the protrusion increased, then vimentin enters the protrusion when the length of the 

protrusion is about 15μm and its eccentricity is almost 0.8 (triangular shaped protrusions), then 

vimentin extensions and retractions essentially shadows the extension and retractions of the 

 

Figure 3.10. Vimentin and protrusion lengths and eccentricities of a MDA-MB-231 cell in a typical protrusion 

extension (A (i)), The average eccentricity of the protrusion when vimentin first appears in a protrusion (A (ii)), 

Protrusion length and eccentricity diagrams of MDA-MB-231 and DBTRG-05MG WT and shVim cells (B), and a time 

lapse image of a MDA-MB-231 cell protrusion and its respective vimentin expression on the right (C).  
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protrusion (Fig. 3.10A). Interestingly, 

when vimentin was silenced in 

DBTRG-05MG and MDA-MB-231 

cells, cells were still able to protrude 

onto the protrusion fibers. The lengths 

of these vimentin deprived protrusions 

were almost as high as those with 

vimentin (Fig. 3.10B). A representative time lapse video image of the live vimentin is shown 

in Fig. 3.10C. Our results suggest that although vimentin appears in well-developed protrusions 

that are longer than 15μm and triangular, glioma and breast cancer cells are still able to extend 

long mature protrusions without the presence of vimentin in the cell. Figure 3.11 illustrates the 

maximum protrusion length with and without vimentin silencing for glioma (DBTRG-05MG) 

and breast (MDA-MB-231) cells. On average, maximum protrusion lengths for cells were 30-

40μm regardless of the presence or absence of vimentin, and there was no statistically 

significant differences between protrusion lengths with and without vimentin. This result while 

is contrary to the fact that vimentin is an important EMT marker103, it is consistent with the 

observation by Cheung et al that demonstrates that vimentin may not be necessary during leader 

cell formation89. Given the presence of other cytoskeletal proteins like cytokeratin and 

microtubules, it could be such that the cells effectively compensate the absence of vimentin 

with other cytoskeletal proteins. Hence, in future, serial knockouts of each and a combination 

of cytoskeletal proteins could help us determine the role of each protein and the ability of the 

cell to compensate their absence.  

 

Figure 3.11. Average maximum protrusion lengths of DBTRG-

05MG (A) and MDA-MB-231 (B) with (shVim) and without (WT) 

vimentin silencing. N=30 for each. No statistically significant 

differences were observed.  
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Influence of fiber diameter: Mechanical properties of the ECM have been well known to 

instigate changes in cytoskeletal and focal adhesion proteins. In particular, studies have shown 

that the stiffness of the environment can contribute to recruitment of actin and enhance the 

traction forces exerted by cells 24,118. Using polystyrene fibers of varying diameters allows us 

to probe the influence of structural stiffness and curvature on detachment dynamics of leader 

cells. The results obtained can not only help in the design of fibrous scaffolds that better 

facilitate the detachment of leader cells to help close wounds faster, but also aid in a better 

understanding of cancer metastasis in tumor associated collagen signatures (TACS) than 

comprise of highly aligned collagen bundles of varying diameters 42,44. Here, we investigated 

the influence of small (~300nm), medium (~500nm) and large (~1μm) diameter fibers on the 

detachment dynamics of leader cells. We observed that cancer cells (DBTRG-05MG and 

MDA-MB-231) extended rod like protrusions with lower eccentricities on small diameter 

fibers (Fig. 3.12A), triangular protrusions with slightly higher eccentricities on medium 

diameter (Fig. 3.12B), and triangular protrusions with very high eccentricities in a shorter time 

interval on large diameter (Fig. 3.12C) fibers. In addition to protrusion dynamics, the fiber 

diameters also influenced the detachment dynamics of leader cells.  

 

Figure 3.12. Protrusion maturation representative profiles of small (A), medium (B) and large (C) diameters. Blue line 

represents the length of the protrusion and red line represents eccentricity (E).  
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Similar to our previous observations, the cells exhibited higher detachment speeds when 

changes in cell length, aspect ratio and areas were higher. Hence, regardless of the size of the 

diameter tested, the cells still showed an almost elastic behavior where the energy stored by 

virtue of their length was converted into detachment speed of the leader cells. However, for the 

same change in cell length and aspect ratio, leader cells detached faster when on large diameter 

fibers (Fig. 3.13 A-C). On average, the detachment speed was significantly highly for leader 

cells on large diameter fibers (Fig. 3.13E). Also, the average slip distance of leader cells on 

large diameter was higher than on small diameter fibers (Fig. 3.13G). While changes in aspect 

ratio, cell area and length during detachment was significantly higher for leader cells (Fig. 

3.13H, J and K) on medium diameter fibers, the conditioning time, cell area before detachment, 

and displacement 1 hour after detachment did not vary significantly among the fibers diameters 

(Fig. 3.13D, I and F).  

 

Figure 3.13. The influence of changing (A) cell length, B) aspect ratio, and C) cell area of RLC on detachment speeds. 

Average D) detachment speed, E) change in aspect ratio, F) change in area, G) displacement 1 hour after detachment, H) 

slip distance, and I) conditioning times of RLC on different diameter fibers. (Small, N=70 ; Medium, N= 165; Large, 

N=52). 
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Similar to the observation of higher traction forces exerted by cells on stiffer substrates 119, our 

results show that leader cells on large diameter fibers could be acting as a spring with a higher 

spring constant than those on small diameter fibers. Hence, for the same change in cell length, 

they exhibit higher potential energy, ultimately increasing the detachment speed of the leaders 

despite comparable conditioning times during leader cell formation. However, once the cells 

detach from the monolayer, their displacement in the immediate hour following detachment 

were comparable to each other. The results suggest that ECM fiber diameter can potentially 

dictate the detachment behavior of leaders with large diameters (~1μm) facilitating increased 

leader cell speed and detachment occurrence.    

Leader cell behavior in cancer cells using the STEP platform: Understanding the protrusion 

and emergence behavior of leader cells is not just important for wound healing models. Using 

the same platform cancer cells including MDA-MB-231, DBTRG-05MG, T47D, and ZR751 

(Fig. 3.14) have also been observed to emerge as recoiling leaders. The recoiling and chain 

behavior of these cells can be investigated in future in order to better understand how the cell 

environment influences its ability to come out as leaders.  

 

 

Figure 3.14. Recoiling MDA-MB-231 (A) and ZR751 (B), chain T47D (C), and recoiling DBTRG-05MG (D) leader cells 

from the monolayer (shown by an arrow). Scale bar is 50μm. 
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3.4 Conclusion  

Investigating leader cell migration dynamics on monolayer-fiber interface demonstrated that 

the leader cells can be categorized into distinct recoiling leaders which migrate in sling shot 

fashion and chain leaders which pull a series of follower cells along. We have shown that fiber 

spacing dictates the ability of the cells to come out as recoiling or chain leaders. Also, the 

results show that the leader cells spend about 2 hours protruding and investigating its 

surrounding before it recoils onto a fiber away from the monolayer. Recoiling dynamics of 

leader cells showed that changes in cell length and area and the conditioning time were the 

most influential factors that directly increased the recoiling speed of leader cells. This suggests 

that the leader cells are acting as spring that store energy by the virtue of their length, and 

convert that energy into kinetic energy as it is detaching from the monolayer. Furthermore, the 

severely compromised speed of the leader cells and their inability to recoil and detach from the 

monolayer upon exposure to 10 and 20μM y-27632 demonstrates that actin-myosin contraction 

is a major driving force behind the ability of these cells to detach. Also, we observed that fiber 

curvature influences the ability of leader cells to protrude onto the fibers. Similarly, we 

observed that cancer cell protrusions while contain vimentin in long and triangular protrusions, 

the lack of vimentin does not compromise the ability of the cells to form or elongate the 

protrusions. It was also observed that detachment speed of the leader cells is influenced by the 

diameter of the fiber. As the diameter of the fiber increases, leader cells are observed to exhibit 

higher detachment speeds, speed after detachment, and slip distance.  

Overall, these results suggest that individual leader cells take time to protrude and explore its 

fibrous environment. Their protrusion dynamics is dependent on their immediate environment, 

and depending on the biophysical properties of the fibers, they either migrate out as individuals 

or pull a collective stream of cells with intact cell-cell adhesions. Also, depending on the 

biophysical properties of the fibers, their detachment ability and migration changes. Such 
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findings can be directly applied to metastatic models where breast cancer cells can be interfaced 

with fibers of varying mechanical properties and the detachment and migration dynamics can 

be investigated.  
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Chapter 4:  

Spheroid dynamics on STEP nanofibers 

4.1 Introduction  

Since the introduction of cell culture in the 1950s, cell cultures have been used to test potential 

drugs in an in vitro setting120. Later in the 1970s, colony forming assay that allowed the 

culturing of patient derived material was introduced121. Today, a variety of in vitro platforms 

including 2D mono and co-cultures, 3D spheroids and matrix embedded 3D cell structures are 

used to test potential anticancer drugs. Despite rigorous testing of potential anticancer drugs 

performed in various in vitro platforms, about 95% of the anticancer drugs are shown to be 

ineffective during clinical trials120. 

Some of the popular mechanisms of 3D spheroid formation include the ‘hanging drop’ method, 

coating of the underlying well plate with cell adhesion repelling substance like poly-HEMA in 

order to facilitate the formation of 3D spheroid structures, adding ECM proteins to facilitate 

the formation of a sphere, bioreactor controlled culture systems including rotary cell culture 

system, stirred culture vessels and microfluidic devices120. These models are sometime 

categorized into four major categories: tumorospheres, organotypic multicellular spheroids, 

multicellular tumor spheroids, and tissue derived tumor spheres. They take anywhere from one 

to a couple of months to form121.  

Moving from traditional 2D cultures to native tissue mimicking 3D cultures in order to test for 

drugs makes sense as it has been shown that cells behave very differently in these two systems. 

Because 3D systems more closely resemble the native tumor setting, anticancer drugs that are 

more effective in these settings could have a higher potential to succeed as an anticancer agent. 

One of the underlying differences between these systems include the fact that 3D spheroids 

contain a necrotic core, a middle layer of quiescent cells and an outer proliferating cell layer121. 
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Several irregularities including inconsistent distribution of anticancer agents, permeability of 

nutritional agents, alteration in chromatin structure, oxygen permeability, and drug resistance 

have been reported122. Also, drugs that have been shown to be more effective in 3D systems 

compared to traditional 2D systems have been observed. Some of these differences could be 

attributed to how single and inter cell communication differs in a spheroid. For instance, 

expressions of E-cadherin and stem cell marker CD44 have been shown to be upregulated 

whereas proteins like integrin β1, β4 and α6 have been shown to be downregulated in cells in 

a spheroid121,123,124.  

Some of the desired attributes of a 3D spheroid include the ability to culture the spheroids long 

term, the ability to produce repeatable spheroids of user defined parameters, the lack of 

spheroid disintegration especially during transfer of the spheroid during handling, the ability 

to be able to form a large number of spheroid at once, the incorporation of the tumor 

environment and it’s in vivo resemblance121,122,125,126.  

Here we present a method for the formation of spheroids on STEP nanofibers. Our preliminary 

studies have shown that spheroid of fibroblast form upon the retraction of cell streams and 

maintain their shapes for several months. These spheroids could be utilized to investigate 

fibroblast-cancer cell communication in vitro in co-cultures. Also, using similar strategies, 

tumor spheroids could be engineered and the influence of anticancer agents could be 

investigated.  

4.2 Materials and Methods 

Scaffold preparation  

Incisions were made into 300 µm thick plastic cover slips (Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) 

to create gaps. Polystyrene (PS, Scientific Polymer Products, Ontario, NY, Mw: 2 x 106 g mol-

1) was dissolved in xylene (Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) at 7% (w/w) to prepare a 
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polymeric solution for fiber spinning. After at least 48 hours of solution preparation, the 

solution was extruded through a micropipette to deposit 500 nm diameter parallel and 

suspended fibers using the previously described non-electrospinning STEP technique 

86,87,127,128. These scaffolds were tacked down in glass bottom six-well dishes (MatTek Corp., 

Ashland, MA) using high vacuum grease (Dow Corning, Midland, MI). The scaffolds were 

sterilized with ultraviolet rays in a sterile biosafety cabinet (1300 Series A2, Thermo Scientific, 

Waltham, MA) for twenty minutes before cell seeding.  

Cell culture and seeding  

NIH 3T3 mouse embryo fibroblasts were obtained from American Type Cell Culture (ATCC). 

As recommended, these cells were grown with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, 

HyClone, Logan, UT) and 10% bovine calf serum (ATCC, Manassas, VA). The cell culture 

was maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were trypsinized and seeded on STEP nanofibers 

as explained in previous chapters. Precisely, a concentrated solution of fibroblasts was placed 

on two adjacent plastic platforms, and the well plates were flooded with 2ml of media with 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin (HyClone, Logan, UT) after cells attached onto the platforms.  The cell 

culture media was changed 3 times a week after rinsing the substrates with PBS.  

Imaging  

The scaffolds were imaged using a Zeiss microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, Jena, Germany) 

with incubating capacity (maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2). Time lapse phase contrast images 

were obtained using to investigate spheroid dynamics on STEP nanofibers.   

Data analysis 

The time lapse images were Zeiss Axiovision software.  
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4.3 Results and Discussion  

Formation of spheroids: Fibroblast cells sensed the fibers and started migrating onto the fibers. 

Over several days, the migration of single cells was followed by migration of cell streams 

where cells were maintaining cell-cell contacts as they progressed onto the fibers from the 

monolayer. These cell streams increased in density as more cells started coming off of the 

monolayer. In certain cases, these cell streams retracted (Fig. 4.1), and formed spherical 

structures that were able to maintain their shape over long periods of time. The average 

diameter of these spheroids was 72±5μm. However, spheroids with diameters from 20 to 

210μm were observed. We were able to culture these spheroids in well plates for approximately 

nine months.  

Spheroid behavior: Spheroids 

were constantly interacting with 

their immediate environment. 

Precisely, migration or sliding of 

the spheroids (Fig. 4.1A), and 

merging of the spheroids (Fig. 

4.1B) was also observed. These 

spheroids were able to maintain 

their shape and size over a long 

period of time. Fig. 4.1C 

demonstrates the area and 

 

Figure 4.1 Time lapse images showing retraction of a cell stream (shown by arrow). Scale bar is 50μm.  

 

Figure 4.2. Time lapse images showing the migration of spheroids along 

the fibers (A), merging of two adjacent spheroids (B) and the area and 

circularity of the spheroid over time (C).  
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circularity measures 

of a spheroid over a 

25 hour period. We 

observe that the area 

of the spheroid 

remained relatively 

constant (from 

120,000 to 

130,000μm2) while 

the circularity of the spheroid remained close to 1 the entire time.  

Leader cell migration from the spheroids: The cells from the spheroids were constantly probing 

on the fibers. In several instances, recoiling leader detachment from the spheroid was also 

observed (Fig. 4.3). We observed that these recoiling leader detached at an average speed of 

151±10μm/hr. However, detachment speeds from 21-350μm/hr were observed. These 

detachment speeds were observed to be lower than the detachment speed of recoiling leader 

cells that detached from a 2D monolayer. Hence, we wanted to investigate if the size of the 

spheroid influenced the detachment speed of the recoiling leader cells. We observed no specific 

patterns of detachment speed with spheroid area (Fig. 4.3B) suggesting that the magnitude of 

leader cell recoil could be independent of the size of the spheroid.  

4.4 Conclusion  

These preliminary results demonstrate a novel method of spheroid generation that has not been 

presented before. Although the size of the spheroids formed on the STEP fibers (diameters: 20-

210μm) are much smaller compared to those used in vitro to screen for potential anticancer 

agents (diameters: 500 to >1,000μm)122, there could be several advantages of this particular 

 

Figure 4.3 Time lapse images of a leader cell detaching from a spheroid (A), and 

detachment speed of leader cells (N=72) as a function of spheroid area (μm2).  
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method of spheroid generation. For instance, these spheroids are already embedded onto an 

array of nanofibers which could allow investigations of leader cell detachment and the 

influence of various drugs on leader cell detachment from the spheroids. Similarly, use of 

fibroblast spheroids have been deemed important in a phenomenon called nemosis where 

fibroblast clusters have been reported to enhance invasiveness of tumors129. Hence, these 

spheroids could potentially be co-cultured with cancer cells in order to investigate this 

phenomenon further.  
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Chapter 5:  

Migration and blebbing dynamics of single glioma cells  

 

5.1 Introduction  

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the U.S., with an overall loss of $263.8 billion 

in medical and morbidity costs130. Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) originates  from the glia 

or its precursors in the central nervous system131. Characterized as a grade IV tumor by the 

World Health Organization, GBM is the most aggressive and also the most common glioma in 

humans132. Approximately 15,000 people die of GBM every year133.  It can be described as a 

complex organ lesion with diverse anatomy, genetic mutations, and genetic variability within 

the tumors93,96. Lack of understanding of causative agents, tumor progression, invasiveness and 

the location of tumors in vital areas of the brain have limited treatment protocols to surgery, 

chemotherapy, and radiation therapy, making GBM one of the most difficult conditions to treat. 

Even with extensive therapy, the median survival rate is only 15 months131,135.  

 

Described as one of the hallmarks of cancer, the ability of tumors to invade surrounding tissues 

and metastasize to other parts of the body causes 90% of cancer deaths in humans98,99. One of 

the major challenges in treating GBM arises from its highly invasive behavior, which allows 

tumors to progress despite surgery, chemo and radiation therapy. About 15-25% of the central 

nervous system volume is occupied by the extra cellular space, which contains metabolites, 

hormones, proteins, and extra cellular matrix (ECM) molecules that the glia and neurons 

produce. It is composed of proteins such as glycosaminoglycans (GAG), hyaluronan (HA), 

fibronectin, laminin, proteoglycans, and nanofibrous collagen structures138. Cells typically 

attach to and utilize their immediate ECM to migrate. Probing the mechanical components of 

the extra cellular environment has shown that it directly affects cellular migration, 
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proliferation, and cytoskeletal organization; thus establishing mechanical stimuli as a necessary 

factor that influences cellular behavior139–141. It is well known that elasticity (N/m2) of the 

environment affects migration19. The rigidity of the substrate has also been known to alter the 

cytoskeletal organization of glioma cells135 with stiffer constructs enhancing integrin 

expression and progression142s. However, the influence of structural stiffness (N/m) on cell 

migration has not been investigated. Also, a recent study has suggested that the local 

mechanical property of the substrate may have a stronger influence on cell behavior than the 

bulk mechanical property of the substrate50. Therefore, it is important to understand the 

influence of structural stiffness on glioma cell migration to get a better picture of how the 

biophysical environment influences glioma metastasis.  

 

The normal brain ECM differs significantly from that of patients with GBM. Glioma cells 

modify their microenvironment as they migrate by rearranging the normal brain ECM 

(approximate modulus of 500 Pa) to create an ECM that is more rigid to facilitate 

proliferation31,135. In particular, glioma cells have been known to migrate via normal brain 

parenchyma, collect below the pial margin, border around blood vessels and neurons and 

directionally migrate along highly aligned white matter tracts54,131,143,144. Studies on dimensions 

of white matter tracts show considerable variations suggesting that they can even be 

characterized into small and larger tracts55. Consequently, the range of diameters of these 

aligned anatomical white matter tracts have been shown to be anywhere from less than 500 nm 

to 7 µm range54–56. Therefore, suspended, aligned and multilayer nanofibers of varying 

diameters and lengths serve as an excellent platform to study individual glioblastoma cell 

behavior in vitro.  In this study, a constant starting diameter of 400nm is selected to resemble 

glioma migration in smaller white matter tracts. There are two reasons for starting at a lower 

diameter: a) in future, we aim to extend the study by progressively exploring glioma migration 
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in fibers with larger diameters to understand mechanisms by which fiber curvature influences 

migration, and b) the STEP technique allows high spinnability of polystyrene in 400-900nm 

fiber diameter range.  

 

In addition to metastasizing and migrating to secondary locations, the ability of cancer cells to 

resist apoptosis is also described as a hallmark of cancer137. A phenomenon that interlinks 

cytoskeleton organization, migration, and apoptosis is blebbing. Observed in the 1900s, blebs 

were described as blisters that are now characterized as short lived (<1 minute) circular 

extensions (about 2-15μm in diameter) that expand off the cytoplasm and retract to the initial 

site of origin69. While blebs have been associated with apoptosis, migration, cytokinesis, cell 

spreading, virus infection, cellular protection against injury and migration, it is still a largely 

unknown phenomenon whose complete functions are yet to be recognizeds72,107–110. The 

dynamics of blebbing in cancerous cells requires more attention as it has been associated with 

invasiveness, ability to escape apoptosis, and motility69,145,146. In 1970, Blaser et al. 

demonstrated how blebbing was used for cellular motility in zebra fish germ cell149,150. 

Similarly, Babiychuk et al. showed that human embryonic kidney cells utilize blebs to trap 

detrimental constituents of the cytosol to enhance survival of injured cells145. Blebbing has also 

been associated with changes in nuclear shapes, mitotic disturbances causing genetic 

instability, and multidrug resistance in tumor cells151–153. A study by Caspani et al. has shown 

that glioma cells exhibit reversible blebbing and non blebbing phenotypes both in vivo and in 

vitro, and that the blebs do not contribute significantly in glioma migration144. This makes the 

study of blebs a crucial component in the understanding of glioma migration as blebs are being 

increasingly associated with tumor cell behaviors.  

 

Using suspended and highly aligned nanofibers in single and multiple layers to represent the 
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aligned physiologic pathways used by glioma for migration can help us better understand how 

individual cells are influenced by changes in their microenvironment54. In this study, the 

migratory behavior in response to single nanofiber structural stiffness (N/m), associated cell 

shape, and blebbing dynamics of malignant glioma cells are investigated128,154.   

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

Cell culture: Passage 18 DBTRG-05MG (Denver Brain Tumor Research Group-05MG) cell 

line was purchased from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA). The cells 

were maintained in RPMI-1640 media (ATCC), supplemented with 10% FBS (HyClone, 

Canada), 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (HyClone, Logan, UT), additional 30mg/L L-proline, 

35mg/L L-cystine, 3.57g/L HEPES (4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), 

15mg/L hypoxanthine, 1mg/L adenosine triphosphate, 10mg/L adenine, and 1mg/L thymidine 

(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) as recommended by ATCC. Both T75 and T25 cell culture 

flasks (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) were used to culture the cells at 5% CO2 and 37 °C in the 

incubator (Thermo Scientific, Barrington, IL). DBTRG-05MG passage numbers 19-30 were 

used for data collection. Media was renewed 2 times a week. In order to suspend the cells, 

media was removed, and the cells were rinsed with PBS twice. They were then dispersed with 

0.25% trypsin (HyClone, Logan, UT) for one minute and the cells were resuspended in fresh 

medium.  

 

STEP fibrous substrate: Substrates of suspended, parallel, and intersecting polystyrene (PS) 

nanofibers (lengths: 4, 6 and 10mm; diameters: approximately 400nm) were manufactured 

using STEP platform84,128,155,156. The diameters of the fibers were confirmed using scanning 

electron micrographs. Square Thermanox® plastic cover slips (NUNC Brand Products, 

Rochester, NY) were used as frames for the substrates. Subequently, they were cut out (4, 6, 
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and 10mm) to form hollow substrates upon which suspended fibers were deposited. The 

substrates were mounted on glass bottom 6-well plates (MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA), 

sterilized with 70% ethanol for 5 minutes, rinsed with PBS twice and coated with fibronectin 

(2μg/ml) overnight before seeding the cells. The structural stiffness (N/m) in the middle of 

suspended fiber (750µm on either sides from the center of the fiber span length) was calculated 

for 4, 6 and 10mm polystyrene fibers by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Veeco BioScope 

II, Plainview, NY; using tip less cantilevers of stiffness 0.2 N/m from AppNano, Santa Clara, 

CA). A three-point bending test155,157 was used to determine fiber structural stiffnes within 

750µm on either sides from the center of the fiber, and the average values were calculated.  

 

Cell Seeding: The cells were resuspended to obtain a concentration of 400, 000 cells/ml. While 

30 μl of this suspension was placed on the 4x4 and 6x6 mm2 fibronectin coated substrates, 60 

μl of the suspension was placed on 10x10 mm2 fibronectin coated substrates. The seeded 

substrates were placed and maintained at 5% CO2 and 37C in the incubator until the cells 

attached onto the nanofibers (2-6 hours). About 1 hour after seeding, 2ml of media was added 

to each well. Once cells attached, time-lapse video micrographs of the substrates were taken 

continuously for 10 hours (every 10 or 15 minutes) using Zeiss microscope with incubating 

capacity (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, Jena, Germany).  

 

Cell Tracking/Blebbing analysis: Time lapse videos were performed at 10x or 20x 

magnification and were analyzed using AxioVision software (Zeiss, Germany). Approximately 

30 cells were sampled per substrate. Cell displacements were measured every hour from the 

center of the cell for the entire time-lapse period (10 hours).  The highest displacement in the 

entire 10 hour period was recorded. Cells that migrated less than 10μm/hr (about 30%, N=157) 

were considered, ‘non-moving’ cells and were not considered further. Cellular migration was 
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recorded at the middle of the span length of suspended nanofibers (about 750µm on either sides 

from the center of the nanofiber). 

Time-lapse video micrographs obtained at 20x were used to analyze the blebbing dynamics of 

the DBTRG-05MG cells. Using AxioVision software, cell spread area, bleb count, and bleb 

sizes were measured. Bleb size and count were compared as a function of cell spread geometry 

or cell size.  

 

Cell cytoskeleton staining: DBTRG-05MG cells on flat and suspended nanofibers were stained 

for F-actin stress fibers, focal adhesions and the nucleus. The cells were fixed using 4% 

paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution for 15 minutes, and washed two 

times with PBS. The cells were exposed to permeabilization solution (PBS+ 0.1% Triton-X 

100 solution) for 15 minutes, PBS washed twice, soaked in anti-goat blocking buffer 

(Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) for 30 minutes, and PBS washed twice. Diluted primary paxillin 

(pY31, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) was used (PBS with 1% Bovine Serum Albumin and 

Triton-X 100, 1:100 dilution ratio), and the substrates were refrigerated (2-8°C) for 1 hour. 

After washing it with PBS three times, the secondary stain (anti-goat, anti-rabbit, Alexa Fluor 

488 or 647, Grand Island, NY) and Phalloidin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) 

were used at 1:200 dilutions. The substrates were placed in room temperature for 1 hour, away 

from light. After washing with PBS three times, DAPI (4’,6-diamidimo-2-phenylindole) was 

used to stain the nucleus for 5 minutes. The substrates were then rinsed with PBS two times, 

and observed using Zeiss® microscope.  

 

Statistical Analysis: JMP software was used to analyze the data for statistical significance. 

ANOVA and Student’s t-tests were used to test for significant differences between variables 

when required. 
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5.3 Results  

Our previously reported non-electrospinning pseudo dry-spinning method called the STEP 

technique is able to deposit highly aligned polymeric micro/nanofibers in single and multiple 

layers. The fiber networks have uniform diameters and can be manufactured at user defined 

geometrical spacing (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.1)80,128. Specifically, high aspect ratio 

(length/diameter) fibers can be precisely deposited with control on fiber dimensions (diameter: 

sub 100 nm-micron, length: mm-cm, parallelism: ≤ 2.5 degrees, spacing: sub-micron to 

microns) in single and multiple layers.  In this study, both highly aligned parallel single 

suspended (SS) and orthogonally arranged double suspended (SD) fibers were deposited on 

hollow square plastic frames, and used for migration and blebbing dynamics study.  For this 

study, fiber diameter was kept constant at ~ 400nm. 

 

DBTRG-05MG cells on flat and STEP fibers: 

DBTRG-05MG cells mainly adopted 3 major morphologies on STEP fibers: spindle shape on 

 

Figure 5.1 Optical images of cellular morphologies on SS: (i) (spindle (indicated by arrow), (ii) rectangular 

(indicated by rectangle)), and on SD nanofibers (iii) (circular (indicated by *), spindle (indicated by arrow), 

rectangular (indicated by rectangle) and polygonal (indicated by triangle), Immunostained images of 

DBTRG-05MG cells (iv) on flat, (v) spindle shaped on a single nanofiber, (vi) rectangular between two 

parallel nanofibers, and (iv) polygonal on an intersection of two orthogonal nanofibers. Stains: blue (DAPI, 

nucleus), red (Phalloidin, F-actin), and green (Alexa Fluor ®, focal adhesion paxillin). Scale bar = 50μm. 
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single fibers, rectangular shape on parallel fibers and polygonal shape at orthogonal fiber 

intersections (Fig. 5.1). In spindle shaped cells (Fig. 5. 1 (i) and (v)), the nucleus was 

predominately located at the cell center. The stress fibers were around the nucleus connecting 

the poles of the spindle, and focal adhesions were concentrated near the poles of the spindles 

with occasional expressions along the cell-fiber interface. Cells between two parallel 

nanofibers formed (Fig. 5.1 (ii) and (vi)) rectangular cell structures with nucleus at the center 

and stress fibers mostly around the perimeter. Focal adhesions were mostly concentrated in the 

corners of the rectangular morphologies, with some along the cell-nanofiber interface. On 

orthogonal fibers, cells formed polygonal (kite like) structures (Fig. 5.1 (iii) and (vii)) with 

nucleus at the center. Focal adhesions were pronounced in the corners of the cell with 

occasional expressions along the cell-nanofiber interface.  

On flat control substrates however, DBTRG-05MG cells mostly showed spread configurations 

with pronounced focal adhesions around the circumference of the cells (Fig. 5.1 (iv)). Stress 

fibers were visibly seen to be connecting the focal adhesions forming netlike structures of the 

cytoskeleton. Cells were observed to migrate at about 30μm/hour on average on flat, and were 

 

Figure 5.2 Time lapse of a single DBTRG-05MG migrating along a single nanofiber at 10 

minute intervals. (i) and (ii) show the extension of leading edges (marked by arrows) , and (iii) 

and (iv) show retraction of the trailing edge. Cell does not bleb when spread (i) and (ii), and 

starts blebbing (shown by *) once the spread area reduces (iii), and (iv). Scale bar = 50μm. 
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found to have no obvious directional bias. 

 

DBTRG-05MG migration on STEP nanofibers: 

Cell migration has been described as a multi-step process involving polarization of the cell, 

extension of protrusion at the leading edge, contraction of the actomyosin complex, proteolytic 

degradation of ECM and retraction of the trailing edge86. Using STEP platform, the 

polarization, extension of protrusions at the leading edge, and retraction of the trailing edge of 

a single cell on a single nanofiber were captured using time lapse images (Fig. 5.2). Cells 

polarized, extended their leading edge, and retracted their trailing edge like a ‘sling shot’ on 

single nanofibers.  

 

As tumor cells start remodeling their environment through increased cross linking, the 

associated increase in ECM stiffening has been observed to affect focal adhesion expression 

and metastasis17,142. Prior studies have observed that tumor environments are stiffer than 

 

Figure 5.3 (i) DBTRG-05MG migration on flat (N=14), single suspended (SS, parallel, N=56), and double 

suspended (SD, orthogonal , N=62) nanofibers ±SE of lengths 6mm. Statistical difference was observed 

between migration on flat, SS, and SD nanofibers (Student’s t-test, p=0.0004 for SS-flat, p=0.0294 for SD-

flat, and p=0.0171 for SS-SD), (ii) Cell migration of single DBTRG-05MG cells on single suspended (SS, 

parallel) fibers ±SE. Cells migrated significantly faster on fibers of lengths 10mm (N=60), 6mm (N=101) and 

4mm (N=120) compared to flat (N=14). Statistically significant differences were observed between all 

lengths (Student’s t-test, p<0.0001 for 10mm-flat, 10mm-4mm, 6mm-flat, 4mm-flat, p=0.0001 for 10mm-

6mm, and p=0.0439 for 6mm-4mm). The average structural stiffness within 750µm either sides from the 

center of the 4, 6, and 10mm nanofibers was experimentally determined to be 3.4, 1.5, and 0.75 mN/m 

respectively. * shows statistical significance  
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normal ECM, and the stiffness of ECM influences cancer cells17,31,48,142. Therefore, we 

investigated the difference in migration speeds of DBTRG-05MG on SD (2 layers of 

orthogonally arranged fibers, Chapter 11, Fig. 11.1) versus SS (a single parallel layer of fibers) 

and the role of structural stiffness within SS. It was observed that glioma cells spread more and 

migrated significantly slower on double suspended (SD) fibers when compared to cells on 

parallel single suspended (SS) fibers and on flat (Fig. 5.3 (i)).   

 

Furthermore, single suspended (SS) nanofibers of lengths 4, 6 and 10mm were used to study 

DBTRG-05MG migration behavior on single fibers. Migration data was generated from cells 

attached at the middle of the span lengths (about 750µm either side from the center of the 

nanofiber). Nanofiber length significantly increased cell migration and cells migrated the 

fastest on 10mm nanofibers among the three lengths tested (Fig. 5.3 (ii)). The cells migrated 

significantly faster on all three lengths tested when compared to flat.  Compared to currently 

reported values in literature for glioma migration (0.4 to 100µm/hr)158, in this study, cells were 

observed to migrate at higher end of this range. Glioma migration speeds from 13-196µm/hr 

were recorded on STEP fibers.   

 

Blebbing dynamics: 

DBTRG-05MG cells demonstrated relatively continuous blebbing on flat surfaces (Fig. 5.4 (I)) 

and exhibited an interesting reversible blebbing-non blebbing phenomenon on suspended fibers 

(Fig. 5.4 ((II-IV))). As blebbing has been associated with migration, resistance to cell death 

and multi drug resistance145,153, it is important to study the blebbing behavior of glioma cells 

as they migrate. In particular, we investigated the relationship of blebbing as a function of cell 

migration and spreading on our STEP fibers. Not all the cells demonstrated plasma membrane 

blebbing (percentage of blebbing cells: 65% (N=349) on flat, and 36% (N=248) on STEP 
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fibers), and those cells that exhibited this phenomenon were considered for blebbing dynamics 

 

Figure 5.4. DBTRG-05MG cell blebbing dynamics. (I) Continuous plasma membrane blebbing of DBTRG-

05MG on flat, (II) While the spread cell has no blebs, the circular cell (shown with an arrow) is blebbing on 

suspended fiber networks, (III) Actin (Phalloidin) immunofluorescent stain of a blebbing DBTRG-05MG. 

The bleb actin cytoskeleton (white arrow) of the bleb is separated from the actin cortex (blue arrow). Scale 

bars are 20μm, 50μm and 5μm for (I), (II), and (III) respectively, (IV) Time lapse images at 20 minute 

intervals of DBTRG-05MG cell blebbing dynamics on STEP fibers (shown using arrow).  Blebbing 

decreases or disappears as cell spreads along the nanofibers (b, c, f, i, j, l), and increases or reappears as 

cells reduce their spreading area (a, d, e, g, h, k). Scale bar is 50μm. Respective cell spread areas are shown 

on top right corners.  
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study. We observed that blebs on a single cell were more in number (count) and larger in size 

when cells were in smaller, spherical morphologies. As cells spread along the STEP nanofibers 

(both SS and SD) and increased in spread area, both bleb size and their occurrence count 

decreased (Fig. 5.4 ((II-IV), and Fig. 5.5). Furthermore, it was observed that blebbing cells had 

significantly lower migration than cells that were not blebbing (Fig. 5.6). Both bleb size and 

count showed a decrease in blebbing as the cells spread in area, and a near elimination of 

 

Figure 5.5. Increasing cell spread area inversely influenced both bleb occurrence and size in single DBTRG-

05MG cells (i) Bleb size for cells with spread area 150-650μm2 (N=109) was significantly higher than those 

for areas 651-1150 μm2 (N=80), and 1151-1650μm2 (N=36) (Student’s t-test, both p<0.01). Bleb size for cell 

spread area 651-1150 µm2 was almost significantly higher than those for areas 1151-1650µm2 (Student’s t-

test, p=0.05).  (ii) Similarly, bleb count for cell spread area 150-650μm2 was significantly higher those for 

areas 651-1150μm2 and 651-1150μm2 (Student’s t- test, p<0.01 for 150-650µm2-651-1150µm2 and 150-

650µm2-1151-1650µm2, p=0.02 for 651-1150µm2-1151-1650µm2). * shows statistical significance  

 

 

Figure 5.6. Blebbing DBTRG-05MG cells migrate slowly. DBTRG-05MG cell migration was significantly 

slower for blebbing cells (N=31) compared to those that were not blebbing (N=30) (ANOVA, p=0.002). * 

shows statistical significance  
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blebbing at a cell spread area of about 1400μm2 and beyond. However, as highly spread cells 

retracted to smaller areas, re-occurance of blebbing was observed (Fig 5.4 (IV)). This reversible 

blebbing non-blebbing phenomenon based on cell spreading, to the best of authors’ knowledge, 

has not been reported before. Characterizing the occurrence of blebbing with respect to glioma 

cell migration can add to our understanding of cell migration specific apoptotic and drug 

resistance behaviors. 

 

5.4 Discussion and Conclusion  

Glioma is an integral system that nurtures itself by conditioning its microenvironment and vice 

versa. In order to understand the comprehensive migratory and invasive behavior of glioma 

cells, a thorough understanding of cell-microenvironment interaction is necessary. It is thus 

essential for in vitro platforms to recapture the in vivo glioma migration environment. Current 

methods of simulating the ECM environment involve both 2-D and 3-D substrates. As glioma 

metastasis is known to be favoured by aligned physiological structures such as white matter 

tracts, suspended and aligned fibers like the STEP fibers serve as an improvement over the 

conventionally used 2D and 3D platforms to study glioma migration. While studies have 

reported the material stiffness (N/m2) of white matter tracts in the range of 2.5-10kPa.159,160, 

reference to their structural stiffness is not available. Using the STEP platform, the structural 

stiffness of the fibers were altered by choice of fiber length. As structural stiffness decreased 

with fiber length, cell migration increased. This effect of structural stiffness on cell migration 

is a new finding and we hope that this will encourage the community to investigate this in 

detail.   

 

Cytoskeletal staining and time-lapse images of DBTRG-05MG suggested that cellular shape 

and migration are different on conventionally used flat and suspended STEP fibers. Caspani et 
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al. has observed that actin fibers align along the white matter tracts in migratory glioma cells 

in vivo, similar to what we observed when DBTRG-05MG aligned along the STEP fibers144.  

DBTRG-05MG cells acquired 3 major morphologies while interacting with the nanofibers, and 

most focal adhesions were observed in the poles of the cells (Fig. 5.3). Although the 

relationship between focal adhesion and cell migration is not understood well, focal adhesion 

size has been associated with cell migration161. We observed that the DBTRG-05MG cells 

expressed different focal adhesion patterns on STEP fibers when compared to cells on flat 

substrates which could suggest why they migrated at different speeds on flat and on the fibers. 

However, this relationship needs further investigation.  

 

Blebbing and its influence in cancer requires more investigation as the study shows that cell 

spreading can significantly reduce blebbing. One of the causes of blebbing is explained as the 

rupturing of this actin cortex, and the propulsion of cytoplasmic contents out of the ruptured 

site69. As the cell re-establishes its ruptured actin, blebs retract back to the initial site of 

propulsion. Actin structures in spherical and spread cells could possibly explain this inverse 

relation of blebbing and cell spreading. In spherical cells, actin is mostly present in the 

circumference as actin cortex23 which acts as a single barrier.  Once this barrier ruptures, 

cytoplasmic contents freely expel out from the ruptured region. In spread cells however, actin 

stress fibers form net like structures162 and organize along the perimeter, thus acting  as a series 

of multiple barriers that can possibly decrease the likelihood of bleb formation.   

 

This phenomenon is particularly interesting as blebbing is characteristic of amoeboid migration 

in cancerous cells146. Described as one of the modes of cancer migration, amoeboid migration 

is adopted by cancerous cells in their circular configurations which allow the cells to squeeze 

through pores in the ECM and migrate without degrading the ECM86. Linear regression 
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analysis suggests that the DBTRG-05MG cells form little or no blebs when they are spread 

beyond an area of about 1400 µm2. It was also observed that blebbing decreased cellular 

migration. This suggests that amoeboid mode of migration is slower, and is least likely to occur 

when the cell spreads beyond this threshold. Blebs have also been associated with resistance to 

cell lysis, drug resistance, and cell survival163. Therefore, for better prognosis of cancer, a better 

understanding of migration and blebbing dynamics is necessary.   

 

Cancer is a system that is influenced by both the biophysical and the biochemical aspects of 

the tumor microenvironment. Studying cancer cell behavior in environments that resemble 

glioma migration pathways is therefore critical. This study utilizes a non-electrospinning 

platform to study cytoskeletal, migration and blebbing dynamics of glioblastoma cells and 

suggests that glioma cells behave differently on conventionally used flat and suspended STEP 

nanofiber platforms. Hence, it can be expected that the presented glioma cell behavior might 

represent a closer resemblance to in vivo glioma migration. 

While biochemical components may be equally important, we show for the first time that 

changes in structural stiffness and organization of individual fibers in the microenvironment 

can significantly alter cell behavior. The change in migratory and blebbing behavior as a 

function of cellular spreading could also have clinical implications associated with metastasis 

and resistance against anticancer drugs. Cellular spreading has been related to reduced 

blebbing. However, the nature of reversible blebbing and non-blebbing behavior of glioma 

cells warrant further investigation. The unique strategy of investigating cancer cell behavior 

and dynamics in a fibrous environment can also be coupled with studies of biochemical cues 

to advance our current understanding of cancer. Our future works will focus on determining 

the effect of fiber diameter, curvature and tension on migration dynamics and vulnerability of 

cells to anticancer agents or lysis under spread configuration. 
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Chapter 6:  

Single glioma cell forces  

 

6.1 Introduction  

To obtain a better prognosis of diseases, a comprehensive understanding of genomic, 

phenotypic, biophysical and biochemical signatures at the single and population level is 

necessary. Such a holistic scientific knowledge is especially critical for understanding a 

heterogeneous and complex disease like cancer which is one of the leading causes of death in 

the United States136. Extensive genetic, cellular and biomolecular research in the last century 

has led to the development of novel anticancer treatment options such as  gene and hormonal 

therapy and identified critical genetic mutations 164–166. However, scientific investigations 

underscoring the importance of single cancer cell biophysics have been recognized only in the 

last few decades 167. While it is well accepted that forces are ubiquitous in the body, their exact 

role in causing cells to go rogue in disease models is poorly understood.  

Studies have shown that cancer cells pull onto and remodel their fibrous ECM to facilitate 

invasion. Furthermore, highly aligned tumor associated collagen signatures (TACS) associated 

with invasive breast cancers underscore the importance of aligned structures facilitating 

invasion in cancer and also put forward the need to investigate the two way force 

communication between single cancer cells and their surrounding environment. In this regard, 

the biological and mechanistic causal relationships during disease onset and progression need 

to be studied both at the single and population levels 10,17. These biophysical interactions can 

be primarily divided into “outside-in” or external force application onto a cell, and “inside-out” 

or internal force generation 168. Tools and techniques like atomic force microscopy (AFM) 169, 

glass micro-cantilevers 170, optical traps 171, magnetic tweezers 139, micropipette aspiration 172, 

cell compression 90, fluid flow 173, and acoustic waves 174 have been used to probe the influence 
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of ‘outside-in’ forces on cancer cells. Similarly, micropillars 175 , traction force microscopy 176, 

and wrinkling membranes 177 have been used to study the ‘inside-out’ biophysical interactions 

of cells 178,179. While these platforms have indeed provided a deeper understanding of 

mechanotransduction and cell-substrate interactions, interpretation of data from a cell-ECM 

perspective is still challenging since the platforms do not closely represent the native ECM.  

ECM consists of protein fibrils (30–70 nm in diameter), which can bundle into 200 nm–1 μm 

fibers. ECM serves as a scaffold upon which most cells in the body attach and receive 

mechanical and chemical cues. Newer technologies are making it increasingly possible to study 

cellular interactions at the submicron and nano length scales. Of these, the most abundantly 

used cell culture systems include 2D flat substrates which are coated with native ECM proteins 

and 3D gel systems. These systems are engineered to provide cells with gradients of elasticity 

(elastic modulus, N/m2) and have shown remarkable changes in cell behavior including 

differentiation and migration 16,180–182. In contrast to these cell culture systems, we have 

demonstrated that suspended and aligned nanofibers with diameters in the range of ECM 

proteins and white matter tracts can cause cells to react to structural features, such as curvature, 

topography, and structural stiffness (N/m) 87,183.  Therefore, changes in individual fiber 

properties have the potential to produce large changes in individual cell response, as measured 

by any number of metrics including cytoskeletal arrangement, nucleus shape index, focal 

adhesion distribution, and migration speed 82,87,183. The mechanical properties of stiffness 

(modulus: N/m2 and structural: N/m) and curvature of the fibers present the cell with 1, 2 and 

3D modes of interaction. Cells are aligned along the fiber axis (1D), stretch between two fibers 

(2D) and are able to sense the curvature of fibers (3D). Thus, suspended and aligned fiber 

networks provide a new class of mechanistically tunable biological assay which 

morphologically begin to represent the diameters of the aligned white matter tracts of the 

glioma environment.  
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Here, we utilize our previously reported non-electrospinning Spinneret based Tunable 

Engineered (STEP) technique 82,85–87 to manufacture suspended and aligned nanonets to 

investigate single cell behavior (inside-out and outside-in force modulation) of a glioblastoma 

cell line (Denver Based Tumor Research Group-05MG, DBTRG-05MG). In a previous study, 

we showed that DBTRG-05MG cells migrated up to three times faster on suspended fibers, 

with migration speed inversely related to the structural stiffness (N/m) 87. This highlights the 

fact that cells behave differently when presented with different substrates. Hence, it is critical 

to develop in vitro platforms that closely represent the tumor microenvironment of the white 

matter tracts which have been shown to range from less than 500 nm to about 3 μm in diameter 

54–56. The STEP technique allows for the deposition of suspended and aligned polymeric fibers 

whose diameters are in the range of the white matter tracts thus creating an in vitro platform 

that topographically represent the aligned glioma microenvironment. Using this platform, in 

the first part, the contractile forces of DBTRG-05MG cells attached to suspended fibers (inside-

out) are investigated with and without the presence of the cytoskeletal compromising drug, 

cytochalasin D. In the second part, single cells attached to two parallel and suspended fibers 

were perturbed using a micromanipulated glass micropipette to investigate the ‘outside-in’ 

response of the cells to external forces with the presence of cytochalasin D in varying 

concentrations. This drug was selected due to its ability to severely disrupt actin cytoskeleton 

and form actin aggregates in the cells 184,185. Actin is one of the key proteins that is responsible 

for force exertion and mechanical transduction 186,187. Therefore, by gradually compromising 

the actin cytoskeleton of the cells, this single cell glioma model describes a systematic spatio-

temporal investigation of the influence of cytochalasin D concentration on the ability of single 

DBTRG-05MG cells to exert forces and their capability to withstand external forces. 
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6.2 Materials and Methods  

STEP nanonet manufacturing: Polymeric solutions of polystyrene (Scientific Polymer 

Products Inc., Ontario, NY, Mw: 2×106 g.mol -1) dissolved in xylene (Fisher Scientific, 

Pittsburgh, PA) at 14% and 5% (w/w) were prepared. Plastic coverslips (Fisher Scientific, 

Pittsburgh, PA) were cut to 2 mm×2 mm hollow frames and used as substrates. Suspended and 

aligned polystyrene (PS) nanofibers of diameters 1 μm and 200-300 nm were deposited onto a 

rotating plastic hollow frame (3 rotations per minute) in crisscross patterns using the STEP 

platform at room temperature and 15% relative humidity (Fig. 6.1(i)). Using a custom solvent 

evaporation-based fusing method, the nodes of the crisscross patterned nanofibers were fused 

to form STEP nanonets with clamped boundary conditions (Fig 6.1 (ii-iii)). Using high vacuum 

grease (Dow Corning, Midland, MI), the substrates were mounted on glass bottom 6-well plates 

(MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA) and sterilized with 70% ethanol and ultraviolet rays in a sterile 

hood for 20 minutes. The ethanol was aspirated, the substrates were rinsed with phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) twice, and the fibers were coated with 

fibronectin from bovine plasma (8μg/ml, Sigma- Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for at least an hour 

at 37°C before seeding the cells.  

 

AFM based stiffness measurement: The nanonets were modeled as a tie rod and the stiffness 

values were obtained using the deflection equation for a rod 188 and the tensile forces obtained 

from AFM (Veeco NanoScope IIIa, New York); using DNP S-10 cantilevers of stiffness 0.175-

0.7N/m from Bruker, California. The measurements were made in contact mode, and the 

stiffness of the cantilever was measured every time before use (Chapter 11, Table 1).  
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Cell culturing: Denver Brain Tumor Research Group-05MG (DBTRG-05MG, ATCC CRL-

2020) were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA) at 

passage 18. As recommended by the ATCC, the cells were maintained in RPMI-1640 media 

(ATCC, Manassas VA), supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine 

serum (FBS, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh PA), 30mg/L L-proline, 35mg/L L-cystine, 3.57g/L 

HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), 15mg/L hypoxanthine, 1mg/L 

adenosine triphosphate, 10mg/L adenine, and 1mg/L thymidine (all purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 5% CO2, and 37°C incubator in T25 cell culture flasks (Corning 

Inc., USA). In order to seed the cells on STEP nanonet scaffolds, the media was aspirated out 

of the culturing flasks, the cells were rinsed with PBS twice, incubated with 500 μl of 0.25% 

trypsin (HyClone, USA) at 37°C for 5 minutes, and resuspended in fresh RPMI-1640 media. 

The cell suspension was then placed on top of the fibronectin coated nanonet scaffolds. After 

seeding the DBTRG-05MG cells on the scaffolds, the well plates were incubated at 37°C and 

 

Figure 6.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of suspended STEP nanonets showing: (i-ii) 

orthogonal patterns of bigger and smaller diameter fibers, and (iii) fused fiber junctions. The scale bars are 

100, 2 and 1 µm respectively. Schematic illustrations of the STEP based force measurement probes: (iv) 

inside-out, and (v) outside-in.  
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5% CO2. An hour after cell seeding, 2ml of fresh media with 3% penicillin/streptomycin 

(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was added to the wells.  

 

Inside-out force measurement: As DBTRG-05MG cells stretched along the STEP nanonets, 

the smaller diameter fibers (diameter ~200 nm) of the STEP nanonets deflected (Fig. 6.1 (iv)). 

Using AxioVision software, the point of maximum deflection of the smaller diameter ‘a’, fiber 

deflection ‘δ’, and the respective angle of deflection ‘α’ (line drawn along the cell boundary 

signifying high concentration of F-actin stress fibers) were measured. Using the structural 

stiffness values obtained from AFM and equation (Chapter 11, Table 1) the resultant inside-

out force, ‘R’ was calculated for 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5μM cytochalasin D concentrations.  

 

Outside-in measurement: DBTRG-05MG cells that were attached to two parallel small 

diameter fibers (diameter ~300nm) in the STEP nanonets forming rectangular shapes were 

chosen for outside-in measurements (Fig. 6.1(v)). Using a glass micropipette attached to 3D 

automated stage (Sutter Micromanipulator, Novato, CA), the probe was moved at 2 μm/s. An 

average 25% strain was applied to the cell followed by immediate retraction of the micropipette 

and return of the nanofiber to its original state. A total of 5 cycles for each data point were 

recorded. For each drug exposure, force experiments were conducted at t=0, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 

and 30 minute time intervals. Using AxioVision software, the deflection of the trailing fiber 

was measured and used for calculating the ‘outside-in’ force exerted by the cells without and 

with 0.05, 0.2, and 2 μM drug exposure. The equations used to calculate the outside-in forces 

have been included in Chapter 11, Table 1.   

 

Drug studies: Cytochalasin D (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale, NY) known to prevent actin 

polymerization was used in this study. For ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ experiments, 
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cytochalasin D was diluted using RPMI-1640 media. Before the start of the experiment, the 

diluted solutions were used to produce 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 μM cytochalasin D 

solutions for 2 ml of RPMI-1640 media in the following manner: The amount of drug required 

to produce the required concentration was mixed with 0.5 ml RPMI-1640 media. The scaffolds 

were cultured in 1.5ml of drug free media. Just before start of force experiments, 0.5 ml of 

media with respective drug concentrations was added to the well plates.  

 

Imaging: Once the cells attached onto the STEP nanonets, time lapse-videos of the scaffolds 

were taken using a microscope with incubating capacity (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, Thornwood, 

NY). Time-lapse videos were taken at 10 frames per hour for 6 hours (inside-out) and 0.7 

seconds for 1 minute (outside-in) using 20 × phase objectives and an AxioCam mRm camera. 

Images were analyzed for cell spread area, and fiber deflections using the AxioVision software 

(Zeiss, Thornwood, NY).  

 

Statistical analysis: GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA) was 

used to conduct statistical analysis of the data. D’Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test 

was used to determine if the data was normally distributed. Depending on the normality of the 

data, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test or ANOVA was used to determine statistical 

significance. A p-value of 0.05 was used. Standard error was calculated and plotted as error 

bars for figures.  

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

STEP nanonets:  

Using previously reported STEP technique, suspended and aligned bigger (800 nm-1 µm) and 

smaller (200-300 nm) diameter nanofibers were deposited in orthogonal patterns (Fig. 6.1 (i, 
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ii)). These high aspect ratio fibers were deposited precisely to control the spacing between the 

bigger diameter fibers at about 300 µm to observe measurable fiber deflections, and those 

between the smaller diameter fibers at 30 µm to facilitate single fiber deflections, and 10 µm 

to facilitate rectangular cell morphologies for ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ force perturbation 

experiments, respectively. SEM images of the nanonets showed fiber fusions at intersections 

(Fig. 6.1 (iii)). Similarly, the fiber junctions maintained their boundary conditions (Chapter 11, 

Fig. 11.2) and remained fused during DBTRG-05MG-nanonet interactions. Smaller diameter 

fibers exhibited an average deflection of 3.1% and 4.2% of the lengths of fibers during inside-

out and outside-in experiments respectively. Due to the maintenance of fixed boundary 

conditions and low fiber deflections, the fibers were modeled as elastic beams with fixed 

boundary conditions (Chapter 11, Table 1) 81,189–191. During the fiber manufacturing process, 

solvent evaporation causes tension in the fibers, thus making them structurally stiffer. In order 

 

Figure 6.2. A single DBTRG-05MG cell exerting forces on two parallel fibers. Once exposed to 

2 µM cytochalasin D, the ‘inside-out’ forces exerted by the cell decreases. The respective time 

scales and force values have been shown on top left corner and next to the deflecting fibers 

respectively. Original position of fibers are shown by dotted line and fused nodes by stars. Scale 

bars are 50 µm.  

 

Figure 6.3. A single DBTRG-05MG cell after being strained by a micropipette (shown by *). The 

‘outside-in’ force (shown by arrow) exerted by the cell is calculated by the deflection of the 

bottom trailing fiber (shown by dotted line). Scale bars are 50 µm.  
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to obtain the structural stiffness (N/m) along the length of the fiber, AFM three point bending 

tests were conducted 83,157,192.  

 

STEP nanonet based Inside-out and Outside-In Force Platforms:  

Using STEP nanonets, the biophysical interactions of single DBTRG-05MG cells with 

suspended fibers provide us with new insights in cell shape and motility, which can now be 

coupled with a force response. In particular, the platform provides the ability to measure the 

forces exerted by single DBTRG-05MG cells at different cell spread morphologies. Fig. 6.2 

demonstrates a single DBTRG-05MG cell exerting contractile ‘inside-out’ force on two 

parallel fibers. This cell has been exposed to 2 µM cytochalasin D, and over time decreases its 

‘inside-out’ force as observed by the decrease in fiber deflection of both the top and bottom 

parallel fibers. Drug induced force response of the cell can also be evaluated by applying a 

stretch to the cell and measuring the resultant force (adhesion strength or cyclic response). In 

this approach, a micromanipulator is used to stretch the leading fiber, while the force response 

of the cell is measured from the deflection of the trailing fiber (Fig. 6.1(v)). For instance, Fig. 

 

Figure 6.4. ‘Inside-out’ forces exerted by a single DBTRG-05MG cell over time. The maximum 

deflections of the small diameter fiber have been shown by arrows. Original profile of the fiber is 

shown by dotted white lines, and the fixed boundary conditions are shown by black stars in 1 hour 

panel. Scale bars are 50 µm.  
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6.3 demonstrates a single DBTRG-05MG cell 

being stretched by a glass micropipette (shown by 

star). Using the outside-in platform, the force 

response of single cells can be studied for a unit 

constant strain stretch or variable stretch at 

constant or varying strain rates. Furthermore, 

these perturbations can be exerted as single 

excitations or in a cyclic manner. For this study, 

we have chosen to study the temporal force 

response of single cells subjected to a constant 

strain (~25%) using cyclic perturbation (5 cycles) 

at each interval of time of 0, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 

minutes following drug administration. In all these 

cases, the probe was moved at a constant strain rate 

of 2 µm/s to a fixed cell stretch distance and then 

retracted. This was performed sequentially five 

times in a row for each time point and the force 

values obtained from deflection of the trailing fiber 

were averaged.  

 

Drug Studies:  

The ability of cytochalasin D in severely disrupting the organization of actin is well known 

184,185. However, the influence of this drug on single glioma cell forces and their interaction 

with suspended nanofibers have not been studied before.  

 

 

Figure 6.5. ‘Inside-out’ migratory forces 

exerted by single DBTRG-05MG cells 

under the influence of 0.5 µM cytochalasin 

D. Scale bars are 50 µm.  

 

Figure 6.6. Average ‘inside-out’ forces 

exerted by single DBTRG-05MG cells 

without (N=116), and with 0.05 µM 

(N=10), 0.1 µM (N=45), 0.2 µM (N=63), 

and 0.5 µM (N=49) cytochalasin D 

exposure. Forces reported were measured 

after thirty minutes exposure to the drug. 

Error bars represent standard errors.  
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Inside-out: Forces exerted by single cells during stretching caused measurable deflections as 

illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The measurable ‘inside-out’ migratory forces exerted by single DBTRG-

05MG cells ranged from 5-160nN when the cells were exposed to 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5µM 

cytochalasin D. Cells also interacted with other fibers and the associated forces from these 

interactions were discarded in the present study (Fig. 6.4, panel 2.5 hours, shown by dashed 

oval). After the addition of cytochalasin D, ‘inside-out’ forces exerted by single DBTRG-

05MG cells decreased immediately. Time lapse images in Fig. 6.5 show the  decreased ‘inside-

out’ force exerted by a single DBTRG-05MG cell after exposure to 0.5 µM cytochalasin D. 

These single cell forces were measured for 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5µM cytochalasin D exposures. 

After exposure to 1, 2 and 3 µM cytochalasin D, the cells almost immediately decreased in size 

and were unable to exert any measurable ‘inside-out’ forces after 30 minutes on the nanonets. 

However, force values for 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5µM were measurable. As these values were 

not normally distributed (D’Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test; p-values: no drug: 

p<0.0001, 0.05µM: p=0.0107, 0.1µM: p=0.2622, 0.2µM: p=0.0002, and 0.5µM: p<0.0001), a 

non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test for statistically significant differences. 

Using a p-value of <0.05 to determine statistical significance, it was observed that the addition 

of cytochalasin D significantly decreased the ‘inside-out’ forces exerted by single DBTRG-

05MG cells (p-value <0.0001). The ‘inside-out’ forces with and without the addition of 

0.05 µM, with the addition of 0.05 and 0.1 µM, 0.2 and 0.5µM, and 0.1 and 0.2μM, and  

cytochalasin D were not statistically different from each other (Dunn’s multiple comparison 

test). However, the inside-out forces without the addition of drugs and with 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5µM 

were significantly different from each other. Also, the inside-out forces between 0.05-(0.2 

&0.5µM) and 0.1-0.5µM were significantly different (Fig. 6.6). Contractile or ‘inside-out’ 

forces exerted by cells are dependent on actin and myosin interactions. The disruption of either 

of these proteins would compromise the ability of cells to exert forces on their environment 
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117,193,194. While the cells exposed to 

1-3 µM drug concentration did not 

exert measurable forces, despite the 

influence on cell spread area, cells 

that were exposed to 0.1-0.5 µM 

concentration of the drug were able 

to exert measurable nanoNewton 

range forces. On the other hand, 

cells exposed to 0.05 µM drug 

concentration exerted comparable 

‘inside-out’ forces to those cells that 

were not exposed to any drugs. Our 

results suggest that the time 

and concentration of drug 

exposure are two vital 

components in predicting 

single glioma cell behaviors.  

Wakatsuki et al. have shown 

that exposure to minimal 

concentration of 

cytochalasin D (~20 nM) 

can significantly influence the actin cytoskeleton 184. To examine the effect of drug 

concentration on cell area reduction, we selected spindle cells (cells attached to single fibers 

and not interacting with other fibers or cells) and measured their changing area with time for 

different concentrations. While spindle cells that were not exposed to cytochalasin D 

 

Figure 6.8. Changing cell spread area of single DBTRG-05MG 

± standard error (SE) over time with (0.05: N=13, 0.1: N=10, 

0.2: N=15, 0.5: N=11, 1: N=8, 2: N=10, 3µM: N=9) and without 

(N=15) exposure to cytochalasin D.  

Figure 6.7. Changing cell spread area of single DBTRG-

05MG cells with and without exposure to 1 µM 

cytochalasin D. Respective cell spread areas and times 

have been shown on the top right and left corners 

respectively. Scale bars are 50 µm.  
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maintained a relatively constant cell spread area (Fig. 6.7), those exposed to the drug shrunk, 

and formed spherical structures with very thin cellular projections along the nanofibers. 

Analysis of the change in area indicated that the addition of cytochalasin D significantly 

compromised the ability of DBTRG-05MG cells to spread along the nanofibers (Fig. 6.8). 

While the influence of 0.05 µM cytochalasin D did not show significant difference in cell 

spread area percentage compared to that without the drug (0 µM), the remaining concentrations 

tested significantly decreased cell spread area. The influence of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 µM 

cytochalasin D on cell spread area were comparable to each other, and so were those of 1, 2 

and 3 µM cytochalasin D (Multiple t tests). These influences can be observed as 3 tiers of 

influences showing almost no influence (0.05 µM), slight influence (0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 µM), and 

significant influence (1, 2 and 3 µM) on decreasing cell spread area.  

Cytochalasin D prevents the polymerization of actin, hence a progressive decrease in both cell 

spread area and force generation can be expected. Unlike in the absence of the drug, the cells 

under the influence of cytochalasin D were not able to return to their initial spreading area due 

to their inability to polymerize actin. The results however underscore that the cells on 

 

Figure 6.9. A series of time lapse images showing a single DBTRG-05MG cell exposed to 2 µM 

cytochalasin D being stretched by a probe. As the drug exposure time increases, the ‘outside-in’ 

force (shown by decreasing fiber deflection) decreases. The position of the undeflected fiber has 

been shown by dotted lines, the fixed points of the fiber by stars, and the respective times and forces 

on top left and right corners. Scale bars are 50 µm each. 
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suspended fibers must be exposed to concentrations comparable to 1-3 µM in order to observe 

significant changes in single glioma cell spreading and an absence of force generation.  

Outside-in: Single DBTRG-05MG cells exposed to 0.05, 0.2 and 2µM cytochalasin D exerted 

2-57 nN ‘outside-in’ forces when subjected to cyclic strains using a micropipette manipulator 

(Fig. 6.9). Immediately following exposure to cytochalasin D, the spread area of the cells 

decreased, severely compromising the ability of cells to exert forces. Fig. 6.9 shows a 

progressive change in ‘outside-in’ force exerted by a single DBTRG-05MG cell as it was 

exposed to 2 µM cytochalasin D. This decrease in force can be observed through the decreasing 

deflection of the trailing fiber.  Analyzing the deflection of trailing fibers, it was observed that 

the amount of force exerted by the cells were significantly different for the concentrations of 

cytochalasin D tested (Fig. 6.10, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA); p-value: 0.0005). While the 

outside-in forces for cells exposed to 0.05 and 0.2µM were not significantly different from 

each other, those for 0.05-2µM and 0.2-2µM were significantly different (Tukey’s multiple 

comparison test). Cells exposed to 2 µM exhibited a more dramatic decrease in ‘outside-in’ 

forces than those exposed to 0.05 and 0.2 µM cytochalasin D (Fig. 6.10). Also, decreasing 

‘outside-in’ force was more 

prominent when the cells were 

exposed to drugs for longer periods 

of time.  

 

6.4 Conclusion  

Cancer cells are constantly 

exerting and responding to 

mechanical forces present in their 

 

Figure 6.10. ‘Outside-in’ forces exerted by single 

DBTRG-05MG cells under the influence of 0.05 µM 

(N=35), 0.2 µM (N=31), and 2 µM (N=24) cytochalasin D 

concentrations over time. Error bars indicate standard 

errors.   
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immediate microenvironment. These forces have been known to influence a myriad of 

biochemical transduction pathways inside the cell eventually influencing the metastatic and 

invasive behavior of cancer cells 168,195–197. A better understanding of this complex two way 

mechanical transduction between single cancer cells and their environment can potentially 

contribute to our understanding of remodeling of the tumor ECM and invasion pathways.  

In this study, the contribution of actin on ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ forces exerted by single 

DBTRG-05MG cells were assessed using suspended and aligned nanofibers that have 

dimensions comparable to those of the white matter tracts in the central nervous system. Our 

results show that when single DBTRG-05MG cells are exposed to 0.05 µM cytochalasin D, 

their ability to spread, exert and resist forces are comparable to those cells that have not been 

exposed to any drugs. Similarly, single cells exposed to 0.1-0.5 µM showed greater influences 

in force and spread area reduction, and those exposed to 1-3 µM concentrations exhibited the 

greatest influence in both spread area and force reduction. Due to severe limitations in actin 

polymerization, the cells exposed to 1-3 µM did not exert any forces on the nanonets after 30 

minutes suggesting that cells exposed to these drug concentrations would have very limited or 

no ability to exert forces on their immediate ECM. Thus, the highlights of this study are 

fourfold: a) single cell forces were measured using a non-invasive ‘inside-out’ STEP-based 

platform, b) single cell responses to outside perturbations were investigated, c) suspended and 

aligned STEP fibers beginning to represent the white matter tracts were used, and d) a 

systematic demonstration of the influence of cytochalasin D concentrations on ‘inside-out’ and 

‘outside-in’ cell response were investigated. The STEP nanonet platform demonstrates the 

capability of measuring single cell forces at the nanoNewton resolution and provides strategies 

to study the effect of drugs on cellular force modulation at the single cell resolution. 

Furthermore, the data suggests that inadequate drug concentrations and time of exposure may 

not fully compromise their invasive abilities or their ability to remodel their ECM potentially 
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resulting in undesired antidrug resistance of single cancer cells 198. In future, through 

integration of this platform with microfluidic devices, we aim to elucidate the role of 

simultaneous biochemical drug and biophysical fiber cues on single cell disease models. 
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Chapter 7:  

Collective cell migration dynamics  

 

7.1 Introduction  

Collective cell migration is vital to numerous physiological phenomenon including 

morphogenesis, wound healing, immune responses, vascularization of tissues and pathological 

conditions including cancer metastasis 25,34,199–201. Collective cell migration can be described 

as coordinated migration of multiple cells that maintain their cell-cell adhesion201,202. In vivo 

collective cell migration in suspended cell bridges or sheets occurs under physiological 

conditions involving poorly developed or absent extra-cellular matrix (ECM). This is 

commonly observed in Drosophila gastrulation, during formation of sheets by corneal 

epithelium and epidermis in wound healing, and also in re-epithelialization of burn wounds on 

areas of absent or irregular ECM by keratinocytes 26,203–206. Additionally, tumors not 

surprisingly share remarkable similarities with a wound, including microenvironment 

remodeling, vascularization and cell migration 37,207,208.   Studying collective cell migration in 

sheets requires development of platforms capable of capturing essential kinetics of fibrous 

ECM-cell interactions in single and multi-cell migration, leading to formation and 

advancement of cell sheets. Such platforms can not only allow faster, infection free wound 

healing, but also provide new knowledge in gastrulation, wound healing, metastasis, and the 

contributions of immune and inflammation responses after wound inducing interventions such 

as radiation and surgery209,210.  

 

Initiating the formation of suspended cell sheets in vitro is one of the major challenges in 

studying collective cell migration. Our current understanding of individual and collective cell 

migration is based on experiments involving cell depletion assays, cell exclusion assays, 
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polyacrylamide gels, flow chambers, glass bottom dishes, spin coated artificial extracellular 

matrix (ECM) films, animal and human models 206,211–214.  In drug discovery and screening 

efforts, Boyden chamber assays215 and wound-healing assays216 are commonly used to assess 

the impact of drugs on 2D and 3D migration.  Recently, use of non-deformable fibronectin 

patterned bridges with widths > 10µm have enabled the investigation of suspended cell sheet 

migration dynamics203,217,218. However, investigations of suspended cell sheets on fibers which 

mimic both native ECM fiber dimensions and layout, and which can be actively rearranged by 

cells, have not been performed before. Here, we utilize our previously described non-

electrospinning Spinneret based Tunable Engineering Parameters (STEP) 82,128,154,155platform, 

to develop a new wound gap closure model using aligned and suspended 500 nm diameter 

nanofibers as pathways for cellular migration from monolayers cultured atop flat substrates 

placed several millimeters apart (Fig. 7.1A). Cells at the edge of the fiber-substrate interface 

are able to sense the fibers and initiate migration on the suspended fibers. We find that on single 

fibers, emergence of cells occurs in two main modes: single leaders recoiling away from 

monolayer or in chains of groups of few cells with intact cell-cell adhesions. On densely packed 

fibers, we observe emergence of multiple chains as collective groups. Advancing cells on 

suspended fibers form cell streams, which support formation of suspended cell sheets (SCS). 

We demonstrate that streams can merge through active deformation of fibers, resulting in 

formation of SCS with varying widths; an important consequence regulating both advancement 

rate and formation of gaps of varying shapes and sizes. We further demonstrate that gap closure 

kinetics is highly sensitive to size and shape of the gaps with gaps closing faster from regions 

of high curvature. Furthermore, we find that gaps with a physical width of over 375 µm do not 

close over a 45 day period. The new role of suspended nanofibers in closure of gaps provides 

a novel outlook in design of tissue engineered scaffolds, means to study cell emergence 
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resembling metastasis and to interrogate cell behavior in non-closing diabetic and embryogenic 

gaps. 

 

7.2 Materials and Methods  

Scaffold preparation  

Rectangular incisions were made into 300 µm thick plastic cover slips (Fischer Scientific, 

Pittsburgh, PA) to create gaps of 2x3 mm2. Polystyrene (PS, Scientific Polymer Products, 

Ontario, NY, Mw: 2 x 106 g mol-1) was dissolved in xylene (Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) 

at 7% (w/w) to prepare a polymeric solution for fiber spinning. After at least 48 hours of 

solution preparation, the solution was extruded through a micropipette to deposit 500 nm 

diameter suspended and aligned fibers in parallel and crosshatch patterns using the previously 

described non-electrospinning STEP technique 86,87,127,128. The suspended fibers bridging the 

monolayers have diameters of approximately 500 nm and are comparable to those of collagen 

fibers found in the body (30 nm-20 µm)219–221.The diameter of the fibers were confirmed with 

scanning electron micrograph measurements. These scaffolds were tacked down in glass 

bottom six-well dishes (MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA) using high vacuum grease (Dow 

Corning, Midland, MI). The scaffolds were sterilized with ultraviolet rays in a sterile biosafety 

cabinet (1300 Series A2, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) for twenty minutes before cell 

seeding.  

Cell culture and seeding  

NIH 3T3 mouse embryo fibroblasts were obtained as generous gifts from Jarvik lab, Carnegie 

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA. As recommended by the American Type Cell Culture 

(ATCC), these cells were grown in T25 cell culture flasks (Corning Inc., Corning, NY) with 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, HyClone, Logan, UT) and 10% bovine calf 
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serum (ATCC, Manassas, VA). The cell culture was maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2. Before 

seeding the cells onto the STEP fibers, the cells were suspended in cell media as follows. Media 

from a T25 flask containing adherent NIH3T3s was aspirated and the adherent cells were rinsed 

with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) twice. They were then 

incubated with 500 µl 0.25% Trypsin (HyClone, Logan, UT) for five minutes at 37°C and 

suspended in fresh cell culture media. Concentrated cell suspension was seeded on two sterile 

plastic platforms adjacent to the suspended STEP fibers as shown in Fig. 5.1A and the cells 

were allowed to attach overnight at 37°C and 5% CO2. After cell attachment, 2 ml of cell 

culture media with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (HyClone, Logan, UT) was added to the well to 

facilitate further cell growth. The cell culture media was changed 3 times a week after rinsing 

the substrates with PBS.  

Imaging  

The scaffolds were imaged using a Zeiss microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver Z1, Jena, Germany) 

with incubating capacity (maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2). Two distinct methods of imaging 

were used: a) phase contrast low magnification mosaic images of the scaffolds were obtained 

every day up to two weeks after the first cells started migrating onto the suspended nanofibers, 

and b) time lapse phase contrast images were obtained using 20× objective in order to 

investigate cell migration and local gap closure dynamics on STEP nanofibers every 3 to 10 

minutes for up to 30 hour periods.  

Data analysis 

The mosaic images and time-lapse movies were analyzed using Zeiss Axiovision and ImageJ 

software. The number of scaffolds used have been denoted by N, and individual data points by 

n.  
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Global collective cell migration: In order to measure the area covered by cells on the suspended 

nanofibers, cell cluster areas from phase contrast images taken daily were measured using 

Axiovision. The summation of these cell cluster areas were then expressed as a percentage of 

the initial simulated gap. Cell stream separation distances were measured from the edge of one 

cell stream to the other using Axiovision. Similarly, the distance from the edge of the plastic 

platform to the closest point to the convex shaped suspended cell sheet was measured using 

Axiovision and described as ‘Suspended Cell Sheet (SCS) migration distance’ (Fig. 7.1B).  

Local collective cell migration (local gap closure): Time lapse images were used to measure 

local closure of suspended gaps as a function of time using Axiovision software. Gaps were 

observed to be typically oval in shape and the aspect ratio of oval gap was defined as the ratio 

of major to minor axis (both measured using Axiovision). In order to describe the shape of the 

corners of the gaps, Shape Factor term defined as 𝑆𝐹 = (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑎𝑝 − 𝐴𝐵/2) ⁄ (𝐴𝐵/2) , 

where A and B are the major and minor axis, respectively (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.10). Gap areas 

with right angled corners (e.g. in a rectangle) would have a Shape Factor (SF) of 1, those with 

curved edges would have a SF of 0.57, and those with a straight line would have a SF of 0.  

Analysis of the gaps that did not close: Phase contrast mosaic images of the suspended gaps 

were analyzed for gap closure using ImageJ software. Area and Circularity measurements were 

made for the gaps that closed and did not close over a period of 45 days. Also, gap area 

measurements were performed for about 5 consecutive days in order to assess the gap closure 

dynamics of gaps that did not close.  

Immunostained images of suspended gaps that did not close over a period of 45 days were also 

analyzed for nucleus shape using ImageJ software. The perpendicular distance from the center 

of the nucleus to the circumference of the gap was defined as the ‘Distance from the edge’, and 

the Area and the Circularity of the nucleus were measured as a function of its distance from 
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the gap edge (Fig. 7.3D). The circularity of the nucleus was measured using ImageJ software. 

Circularity (
4𝛱 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2) is a measure describing the shape of the gap such that a perfect circle 

has a circularity of 1. 

Immunostaining  

Substrates containing SCS of NIH3T3s were stained for F-actin stress fibers and nucleus. 

Briefly, cell culture media was aspirated out of the well plates and the SCS were rinsed with 

PBS. Using a 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS solution for 15 minutes, the suspended cell sheets 

were fixed, and rinsed again with PBS twice. Next, the SCS were soaked in permeabilization 

solution (PBS with 0.1% Triton-X 100 solution) for 15 minutes, washed with PBS twice and 

Phalloidin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) was used at 1:80 dilution. After 

placing the substrates in room temperature for 40 minutes, they were rinsed with PBS three 

times and stained with DAPI (4’, 6-diamidimo-2-phenylindole) for 5 minutes. After rinsing the 

substrates twice, they were imaged using Zeiss AxioObserver Z1.  

Drug studies  

Immunostained images of gaps that did not close over a period of 45 days showed stretched 

nuclear morphology towards the edge of the gaps suggesting the presence of mechanical 

tension. Hence, we wanted to investigate the influence of a drug that has been shown to 

decrease tension. Y-27632 is a ROCK (Rho kinase) inhibitor that inhibits the action of myosin 

phosphatase. It ultimately compromises the interaction of actin and myosin light chain 222–224. 

In order to assess the influence of this drug on local gap closure and leader cell formation, SCS 

were exposed to 10 and 20 μM y-27632 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) concentrations. Its 

influence on local gap closure was investigated using time lapse images taken continuously 

over a period of up to 30 hours.  
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Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis of the data was conducted using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., 

La Jolla, CA) software. In particular, D’Agostino & Pearson omnibus normality test was used 

to determine the normality of the data. Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis and regression analysis 

were conducted. A p-value of 0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Standard 

errors were calculated and represented as error bars in the respective figures. 

 

 

Figure 7.1. Cell emergence modes, cell stream dynamics and gap closure. (A) A schematic illustration of cell seeding, and 
cell stream/sheet advancement on the suspended STEP nanofibers. (B) Cells leading the monolayer exhibiting three distinct 
emergence modes: single recoil leaders, chain and collective groups. (C) Schematic illustrating cell stream and SCS. Detailed 

time-lapse images of (D) cells leaving monolayer, and (E) cell streams and SCS. (F) Cell stream increase in length and width 
over days (n=10), and black dot represents the lengths when SCS advancement reached at least 100μm. (G) The influence of 
fiber architecture on global gap closure. SS represents parallel (number of substrates, N=7), and DS (number of substrates, 
N=9) represents crosshatch patterned fibers. (H) Optical images of DS and SS closure over two-week period. (I) local gaps 
(circular (i) and oval (ii)) formation (both on DS and SS, Supplementary movies 5 and 6).  Scale bars are 25 μm for B, 100 μm 
for D, 500 μm for E and H, and 50 μm for I. 
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7.3 Results 

Emergence of Cells and Formation of Cell Streams  

Four days after seeding a concentrated suspension of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on flat polystyrene 

substrates interfaced with suspended polystyrene nanofibers, confluent monolayers were 

formed. The cells from the confluent monolayers started sensing the nanofibers and migrated 

onto the suspended nanofibers (Fig. 7.1A-C). We wanted to ask how the cells emerged from 

the monolayers. We observed three modes of cell emergence depending upon fiber separation 

distance and classified the modes of emergence as single recoil, chain and collective. Single 

fibers spaced far apart facilitated recoil or chain emergence and fibers spaced densely favored 

collective emergence (Fig. 7.1 B (i-iii)). Cells emerged as recoil leaders primarily when the 

cell body was angled with the fiber axis. They underwent a conditioning phase of stretching 

along the fiber followed by detachment through breaking of cell-cell junctions at the rear, 

analogous to the recoil of a stretched rubber band. This behavior has recently been reported for 

metastasizing cancer cells225. Upon advancement, these cells were observed to reattach to form 

spindle shapes and have follower cells. In chain mode, cells emerged with connected followers 

when the cell body was symmetrically distributed around the fiber axis (Fig. 7.1 B (inset)). 

Collective emergence was predominantly found to occur in regions of densely packed fibers 

with multiple chains connected with each other and streaming away from the monolayer. In 

most cases individual cells initiated the migration process which was then followed by the 

emergence of cellular bundles that we termed cell streams (Fig. 7.1C-E). The advancing cells 

streams were bridged by suspended cell sheets (SCS) with distinct convex edges (Fig. 7.1E).  

Cells streams initially exhibited a fast emergence rate (200 µm/day), and after average of four 

days were observed to slow down (20 µm/day) (Fig. 7.1F (i)). Use of aligned and suspended 

fibers bridging monolayers cultured atop raised platforms provided well-defined geometric 
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environments to study single and collective cell migration. The outlined approach does not 

require scratching of monolayers to initiate migration, as is typically done on 2D flat substrates 

to obtain gaps with irregular edges. Furthermore, our method advantageously avoids 

interference from cellular debris and biochemical factors that are released at cell death during 

scratching, and are known to affect migratory behavior 226,227. 

Gap closure is influenced by fiber network architecture, cell stream and SCS advancement 

dynamics 

Fiber architecture: We wanted to investigate how the fiber architecture influenced cell 

migration. Hence, we manufactured scaffolds with two distinct fiber network architectures: 

single layer parallel (Single suspended, SS, N=7), and two-layer crosshatched (Double 

suspended, DS, N=9). While nearly entire simulated wound gaps spanned with DS fibers closed 

within 15 days after seeding of the fibroblast monolayer, in the same amount of time, only 30% 

of the gap spanned with SS fibers were closed (Fig. (7.1G, H), Chapter 11, Fig. 11.3 and 11.4). 

We observed the formation of oval and circular gaps on both SS and DS scaffolds, which 

changed their circularity over time as they closed (Fig. 7.1I). To explain the gaps that did not 

close, we then investigated biophysical mechanisms compromising gap closure by studying the 

interactions of fibers, cell streams and cell sheets over time.   

 

Cell stream dynamics: The cell streams emerged out of the base monolayers onto the two edges 

of the SS substrates 6 days after seeding. Within a couple of more days, the number of cell 

streams emerging out of the monolayer doubled and reached a maximum (i.e. more fibers were 

utilized for the emergence of cell streams). In the same time period, we observed the width of 

the individual cell streams (measured at the base, middle and tip of streams) to increase and 

saturate (Fig. 7.1 F (ii)). As the cell streams advanced away from the monolayers, they were 

observed to merge amongst themselves causing a reduction in number of advancing cell 
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streams (Fig. 7.2A and D). During the merging of the cell streams, parallel fibers that were 

serving as the pathways for these streams also started bundling causing an increase in average 

gaps between the cell streams over time (Fig. 7.2B and D). 

Cell stream- cell sheet dynamics: Suspended cell sheets (SCS) (Fig. 7.1E) bridging neighboring 

cell streams advanced away from the monolayer and contributed to closure of the gap between 

the monolayers on either side. As cell streams advanced away from the monolayer, the SCS 

distance from the base monolayer also increased (Fig. 7.2C and D). The SCS advancement 

distance was dependent upon its span width (i.e. separation distance between the cell streams). 

With merging of advancing cell streams, the SCS span width increased over time. Nonlinear 

regression analysis showed that lower separation widths facilitated longer SCS advancement 

distance, and when span width exceeded 375 µm (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.5, shown by an arrow), 

SCS were unable to advance forward. The inability of the SCS to advance when spanned 

between larger widths ultimately compromised gap closure. In a similar fashion, we found SCS 

speed of advancement to be compromised with increasing cell stream widths (Chapter 11, Fig. 

11.5).  

SCS exhibited coordinated oscillatory advancement dynamics with their neighboring, 

alternate, or far apart cell sheets about 90% of the cases (Fig. 7.2E-G). These coordinated 

modes of  advancement were described as “in-phase” where two suspended sheets were moving 

in the same direction (forward or backward) at the same time (Fig. 7.2F (i)) or “out-of-phase” 

with the SCS moving in opposite directions at the same time (Fig. 7.2F (ii)). Uncoordinated 

advancement patterns (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.6) were also observed, but were not as common 

(Fig. 7.2G (i)). Further analysis of the coordinated advancement patterns showed that both out-

of-phase and a combination of in-phase and out-of-phase modes (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.6) 

occurred 40% of the time each, and coordinated in-phase migration was observed for only 

about 20% of the time (Fig. 7.2G (ii)). This strongly suggests that the advancement of cell 
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sheets happens in an oscillatory manner, with the neighboring SCS showing a greater 

occurrence of out-of-phase mode. This was consistent for SCS regardless of combination of 

their neighboring, alternate or far apart positions including stream separation distance (Chapter 

11, Fig. 11.6C). 

We also investigated the shape of the advancing SCS. It was observed that SCS spanning 

smaller cell stream separation widths advanced away from monolayer as asymmetric high 

curvature convex structures (Fig. 7.2H). On the other hand, when SCS spanned larger widths, 

their shape remained consistently convex and symmetric (Fig. 7.2I). Next, we studied shape 

and size of the local gaps formed by converging of SCS from opposite sides on SS scaffolds or 

 

Figure 7.2. SCS and Cell stream advancement on SS fibers. (A) Normalized average number of cell streams (normalized 
with respect to average number of cell streams on day 6), (B) average distance between the cell streams, and (C) average 
suspended cell sheet advancement distance over time ±SE (number of cell streams (n): 2400), (D) Representative schematics 
and time-lapse images of cell stream and SCS advancement over time. Scale bars are 200 µm. (E, F) Examples of coordinated 
(in-phase and out-of-phase) advancement of SCS showing displacement over time of different SCS. (E, G (i)) Percentages of 
coordinated and uncoordinated advancement of SCS relative to their position and a (G (ii)) detailed analysis of the coordinated 
SCS migration behavior (number of SCS (n): 201). Examples of SCS front advancement distance over time shown by black 

arrows for SCS spanning (H) 60 μm and (I) 250 μm. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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by advancing cells on DS scaffolds, and investigated geometric factors contributing to gap 

closure dynamics.  

Local gap size critically affects gap closure  

Initial gap size determines gap closure: To compare gap closure with other reported methods, 

we sought to determine the gap closure ability on suspended gaps of varying sizes and shapes. 

We observed that local gaps were formed by cells advancing on all four intersecting fibers that 

formed a rectangular mesh element in DS configuration or through convergence of cell streams 

on SS fibers.  Area and circularity (defined as
4 𝜋 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟2) of gaps which closed and also of those 

that did not close over a period of 45 days were measured. We observed three distinct gap size 

ranges that determined the ability of the gap to close over a period of 45 days (Fig. 7.3A). The 

first size range (zone I) was defined by gaps of areas less than 85,000 μm2. Gaps in this range 

 

Figure 7.3. Closing vs. non-closing gaps. (A) Circularity and area of gaps that closed and did not close over a period of 45 
days (number of individual gaps (n): 49) ; Relevant studies from literature shown as star (scratch wound assay >1,000,000μm2 
closed within 20 days229), triangle (gaps created on flat surface using PDMS pillars of approximate area 500-18,000μm2 closed 
within approximately 14.5 days228), and rectangle (suspended gaps of about 5,000μm2  observed, but closure dynamics not 
shown203); (B) Optical mosaic images of gaps that closed and did not close. (C) The circularities of nucleus and their respective 

distances from the edge of gaps that closed (green, n= 305), and did not close (red, n= 485); (D) Immunostained images of a 
gap that did not close over 45 days showing oval nuclei along the edge of the gap; (Red= Actin, Blue= Nucleus). Scale bars 
are 500 µm for B, 100µm for D and 50µm for inset in D. 
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adopted a variety of shapes ranging from ovals to circles as shown by variations in circularity 

values. However, regardless of their circularity, these gaps were able to close completely. The 

second size range (zone II) was defined by gaps of areas 85,000-140,000 μm2. The closing of 

gaps in this region was dependent on their shape, with circular gaps of high circularity rarely 

closing and oval gaps of low circularity closing completely (Fig. 7.3B). The third size range 

(zone III) was defined by gaps of areas >140,000 µm2. For this size range, regardless of the 

circularity, gaps were unable to close in a period of at least 45 days. In contrast, wound closure 

studies on 2D flat substrates of varying gap shapes and sizes (104-106 μm2) report significantly 

faster closure times (6-8 hours) and for epithelial suspended sheets having an area of 5-10,000 

µm2 in 18 hours203,228–230. While these reported studies also suggest that the closure of gap is 

influenced by size and curvature of gaps, specific gap sizes and shapes dictating gap closure 

outcome have not been identified.  We then examined circularity and area of cell nuclei for the 

cells surrounding the edge of gap. The nucleus areas were found to be similar (Chapter 11, Fig. 

11.7). However, measurement of the circularity (Fig. 7.3C) showed that regardless of the ability 

of the gaps to close, the nucleus of the cells lining the edge of the gaps had oval shapes 

suggesting nuclei to be under mechanical tension (Fig. 7.3D)231–234.  

 

Gap shape driven closure: Next, we sought to understand the various geometrical shapes 

formed during closure of suspended gaps. We analyzed the shapes of gaps in zone I (completely 

closing) using two geometry specific metrics of Shape Factor (SF), and Aspect Ratio (AR) 

(Fig. 7.4). While the gaps were predominantly oval/circular, we also observed diamond and 

rectangular shaped gaps. The shape factor metric distinguished a diamond (SF=0), a perfect 

circle/ellipse (SF=0.57), or a rectangle (SF=1). In doing so, we were able to account for 

differences in majority of shapes, but could not distinguish between a circle and an ellipse. 

Probability distribution of the shape factor demonstrated that the majority of the gaps adopted 
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SF in the 0.57 range (Fig. 7.4A). SF distribution as a function of gap area demonstrated that 

larger gaps started out as circles or ovals (SF=0.57), which could also transition into rectangular 

and diamond shaped gaps during closure (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.8). To distinguish between 

circular and oval gaps, we also measured their aspect ratios (Fig. 7.4B), which showed that 

~60% of gaps adopted oval and elongated morphologies with aspect ratios greater than 1. 

Similarly, aspect ratio distribution for varying gap sizes showed two distinct patterns shown in 

Fig 7.4C. While aspect ratios of larger gap sizes ranged from 1-2.5, those for smaller gaps 

occupied a wider range from 1-5. Importantly, gaps with aspect ratios~ 2.5-6 having areas 

>~10,000µm2 were not observed. This strongly suggests that larger gap sizes are less likely to 

occur as elongated ovals (Aspect ratio > ~2.5).  

 Small local gap closure kinetics and the influence of y-27632: Next, we wanted to investigate 

the closure mechanisms of small sized gaps. The temporal investigation of gap size showed 

that the areal closure rate (µm2/min) of the gaps was dependent on the size of the gaps. While 

large gap sizes demonstrated areal closure rates of about 30 µm2/min, as time progressed and 

the gaps became smaller, the closure rates decreased in a non-linear fashion. Precisely, gap 

 

Figure 7.4. Shape factor and aspect ratio driven gap size distribution: The frequency distribution of (A) Shape Factor 
(number of gap areas (n): 1094), and (B) Aspect Ratio (number of gap areas (n): 1360) of the gaps <40,000 μm2 with 
representative images from time-lapse movies. Scale bars are 50 μm, (C) Gap area as a function of aspect ratio (n=819). No 
gaps were observed in shaded region, suggesting large area gaps to not be elongated ovals (high aspect ratio). Scale bars are 
200 and 50 μm respectively for gaps with areas 39,900 and 4,300 μm2 
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closure slowed down remarkably when the gaps were smaller than 10,000 μm2 (Fig. 7.5A). We 

then probed the role of acto-myosin contraction on gap closure dynamics for gaps smaller than 

40,000 μm2. Since acto-myosin contraction is crucial for gap closure, we hypothesized that the 

inhibition of acto-myosin interaction would severely compromise the ability of the gaps to 

close. We used previously reported dosages 10 and 20 μM of Rho kinase (ROCK) inhibitor y-

27632 to compromise actin-myosin interactions 228,235,236. Our results show that under the 

influence of the drug, gap closure was significantly compromised for gaps in the range 

~10,000-40,000 µm2 (Kruskal-Wallis Test, p<0.0001, Chapter 11, Fig. 11.9). Fig. 7.5B shows 

the temporal gap area measurements for gaps without (black), with 10 (blue) and 20 μM (green) 

y-27632. While all the gaps were still closing in no drug condition, most gaps of sizes >~10,000 

μm2 did not close when exposed to y-27632. Surprisingly, despite exposure to both 

concentrations of y-27632, gaps <~10,000 μm2 were able to close. In fact, the closure rate for 

gaps <~10,000 μm2 exposed to 10 and 20 μM y-27632 was significantly higher than those not 

exposed to the drug, while, there was no significant difference in gap closure rates between 10 

and 20 μM y-27632. This result is in agreement with a study by Anon et al., which 

demonstrated that smaller circular gaps on PDMS closed in a Rho-kinase independent manner 

228. Closure of wounds have been associated with embryogenic and morphogenic phenomenon 

like palatogenesis, neural tube closure, ventral enclosure in C. elegans, and dorsal closure in 

Drosophila. Dorsal closure in Drosophila in particular is very similar to gap closure presented 

in our study. Drosophila dorsal closure has been divided into four distinct phases of initiation, 

epithelial sweeping, zippering and termination where the modes of closure are different. While 

initial gap closure is highly dependent on actin ring contraction, involvement of microtubules 

in forming filopodial and lamellipodial protrusions to close smaller gaps in the zippering phase 

have been reported237,238. Since y-27632 would not influence the microtubules, it is plausible 

that two different modes of closure could be contributing to local gap closure in our system 
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where smaller gaps close without the influence of actin-myosin contraction and is more 

dependent on the ability of the cells to sense each other and send out filopodial and 

lamellipodial protrusions to close smaller gaps.  

In vitro platforms showing oval gap closures on a flat substrate show faster closure along 

regions of lower curvatures where cells produce lamellipodial extensions 228,239. Our results 

contradict this and demonstrate that suspended local gaps close faster in regions of higher 

curvature (along the major axis) (Fig. 7.5C-F).  Although more subtle, this behavior was 

conserved when the gaps were exposed to 10 μM (Fig. 7.5D) and 20 μM (Fig. 7.5E) y-27632. 

These results are comparable to the SCS advancement dynamics as a function of stream 

separation distance demonstrated earlier (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.5A and B), suggesting that SCS 

advancement is exceedingly favored when SCS span widths are lower, as shown schematically 

in Figure 7.5F.  

 

 

 

Figure 7.5. Kinetics of small local gap closure and the influence of y-27632. Changing gap areas over time for gaps 
without (A, number of individual gaps (n): 25), and with y-27632 exposure (B, black=without, blue=10 µM, and green=20 
µM y-27632). The horizontal dotted line indicates slower closure rates for gaps <10,000μm2. Similarly, closure rates of 
gaps <10,000μm2 show significantly faster closures when exposed to 10 (n=20) and 20 (n=38) μM y-27632 concentrations 
compared to those not (n=25) exposed to the drug. Respective changes in major and minor axes of the gaps (C) without, 

with (D) 10 μM, and (E) 20 μM y-27632 exposure. (F) Color contour representation of closure speed variation in response 
to gap shape, with circular gaps having similar closure rates from each principle direction, and elliptical gaps favoring 
closure from high curvature and low span distance (Δ’< Δ) direction. 
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7.4 Discussion and Conclusion  

Here we present a collective cell migration model of cell streams and suspended sheets on 

suspended fibers which does not involve scratching or removal of the monolayer and enables 

precise quantification of gap closure. Cells in the monolayer sense fibers and, depending upon 

the adjacent fiber separation distance, emerge in different modes: single recoils, chains or as 

collective groups. The design of fibrous scaffold layout precisely facilitated the gap closure 

process as cells took distinct paths along either parallel (SS) or crosshatch (DS) patterns 

(Chapter 11, Fig. 11.11). Emerging cells formed cell streams having an initial fast advancement 

rate followed by slow growth. Measurements of stream widths at the base, middle and tip of 

the stream length indicate streams to be conical structures with wider bases.  The widths of the 

stream were found to increase and saturate over time, which can potentially be attributed to the 

formation and emergence of SCS where the cells were possibly being re-directed towards 

newly forming SCS. Gaps did not close completely when the span distance of SS fibers 

exceeded 375 µm. Hence, we suggest that there exists a critical gap size (from our network of 

fibers, gaps of diameters less than 375 µm (Chapter 11, Fig. 11.5)) that should be taken into 

consideration for the design of tissue engineering constructs for effective gap closure.  As the 

cell streams advancing from the two monolayers converged, distinct oval structures (i.e. local 

gaps) formed. The ability of these gaps to close was mostly dependent on its size, and their 

shape. In certain cases, we observed local gaps to not close within 45 days (Fig. 7.3A). This 

can be explained by deconstructing the gap into four convex cell sheets (Fig. 7.5F), with each 

sheet having its corresponding SCS span distance (Δ or ∆′). Our previous results suggest that 

a span distance of 375 μm or larger significantly compromised the advancement of SCS 

(Chapter 11, Fig. 11.5A). If we consider the diameter of a circular gap (circularity close to 1) 

to be 375 μm, the gap will have an area of about 110,000 μm2 which falls within the second 

region (II) (Fig. 7.3A). The SCS advancement of these gaps are highly compromised, and 
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hence, the gaps do not close. If the same gap area has a more oval shape (circularity <1), it will 

have SCS regions spanning less than 375 μm, which will contribute to closing of the gaps (Fig. 

7.3B) with faster closure along the direction of the major axis. The third region (III) defined 

by gaps of areas >140,000 μm2 will always have SCS regions with span distances >375 μm, 

and thus, do not close.  

In conclusion, this study describes collective cell migration in a setting where the SCS are not 

interacting with the underlying 2D flat substrate and provides a novel perspective on gap 

closure that has not been presented before. In particular, our model is able to capture relevant 

cell-fiber interactions in distinct phases: initial emergence, collective cell migration and gap 

closure. We report emergence of single cells resembling release of a stretched rubber band, 

which allows cells to propel outwards over longer distances followed by subsequent emergence 

of follower cells on the same fiber. We also describe emergence of cells as chains or in 

collective groups of cells with intact cell-cell adhesions. Independent of emergence mode, cells 

advance outwards in collective setting through formation of streams and sheets. We report that 

SCS width is the key determinant in closure kinetics and widths of above 375 µm severely limit 

the advancement of sheets and also closure of gaps. Furthermore, SCS advancement occurs via 

a coordinated oscillatory advancement away from the monolayer with neighboring sheets 

moving forward and backward simultaneously. Finally, we report that the ability of the local 

gaps to close depends on the size of the gaps, and in some cases, the shape of the gap (hence, 

by optimizing scaffold design, gaps that simulate chronic wounds could be designed in vitro). 

By being able to systematically study emergence and migration of single and collective group 

of cells, it is conceivable that the presented platform can serve as a foundation to generate non-

closing diabetic wounds, develop cell migration efficient scaffolds for tissue engineering 

applications, and to study metastatic events in cancer biology.  
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Chapter 8: Project summary and concluding remarks   

Cells are continuously interacting with their fibrous ECM in the body, and are receiving 

biophysical and biochemical cues. While the influence of biochemical cues has been studied 

relatively better, the influence of ECM biophysics is only being recognized recently. Most of 

the studies on how the biophysics of the ECM impacts cell behavior have probed the influence 

of bulk mechanical properties of substrates on cells in vitro. Recently, studies have highlighted 

that the microarchitecture and cell-fiber level biophysical properties might have a stronger 

influence on how cell polarization, protrusion and migration occur in physiological and 

diseased phenomenon like morphogenesis, wound healing, and cancer metastasis. The 

overarching hypothesis of this study is that metastasis occurs by a biophysical conditioning 

phase causing cells to become migratory leaders partly in response to biophysical cues obtained 

from its immediate fibrous environment. In order to investigate this, a platform that allows the 

manufacturing of fibrous scaffolds with highly tunable mechanical properties is required. 

Furthermore, the manufactured scaffolds should allow imaging at high spatiotemporal 

resolution, should allow the recording of dynamic cell behavior and cytoskeletal changes in 

response to changes in fiber properties. Therefore, previously reported non-electrospinning 

Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters technique was used to manufacture nano-

micron sized suspended fibers with user defined fiber properties like elastic modulus (N/m2), 

structural stiffness (N/m), and diameter. Furthermore, these fibers were manufactured as 

nanonets composed of stiff and compliant fibers that defect upon being pulled by the cells 

allowing the measurement of nanoscale forces exerted by the cells. In order to achieve the 

overall goal, the study was divided into three major aspects.  

Firstly, leader cell formation and detachment dynamics onto the fibers were investigated. We 

demonstrated that cells migrate as distinct single leaders that exhibit recoiling behavior or as a 

collection of cells with their cell-cell junctions intact or chain leaders. Furthermore, the 
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recoiling speed of the leader cells were correlated with the change in length and conditioning 

time during detachment suggesting that the leader cells probe their environment, utilize the 

energy stored as a function of their length to detach away from the monolayer in a sling shot 

fashion. Leader cell detachment speed and conditioning time were dependent on the diameter 

of the fiber with large diameter fibers (1µm) exhibiting high detachment speeds and low 

conditioning time than small diameter fibers (300nm). It was also observed that the spacing of 

the fiber critically affected the type of leader cell coming off of the monolayer. Furthermore, 

inhibition of actin-myosin interaction through 10 and 20µM y-27632 significantly decreased 

migration speed of leader cells and compromised their ability to detach from the monolayer. 

The protrusion dynamics of leader cells was influenced by the curvature of the fiber, and 

vimentin was shown to be present in long protrusions, but deemed not necessary for the 

formation of one.  

Through these specific aims, novel insights on how the biophysical interactions of single and 

collective cells with fibers influence cell dynamics like initiation of protrusion, migration, 

migration speed, and force exertion, collective cell migration, and gap closure can be achieved. 

The knowledge provided by the results obtained from these aims will be unique to what is 

available in literature due to the uniqueness of the STEP fiber system that allows the cells to 

not only interact with fiber alignment, but also the bulk mechanical property (N/m2), structural 

stiffness (N/m) and fiber curvature all at the same time in a suspended fiber setting. This 

knowledge can be utilized to understand biophysical aspects of single cell-fiber interactions 

that have not been investigated before. Hence, adding novel perspectives to how cell behaviors 

react to biophysical changes in the ECM during physiological phenomenon like wound healing, 

embryogenesis and cancer metastasis.  

Secondly, single cell-fiber dynamics have been investigated using a glioma cell line. Glioma 

cells like to preferentially migrate along the white matter tracts in the central nervous system. 
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Hence, the fibers were manufactured to have diameters closer to those of the white matter tracts 

in vivo. Specifically, the migration, blebbing and force dynamics of cells were investigated as 

a function of fiber structural stiffness, cell spreading and actin polymerization inhibitor 

respectively. We have reported that glioma cells migrate almost three times faster on suspended 

nanofibers when compared to those of flat. Also, their migration speed increased with 

decreasing structural stiffness. We have also reported that the blebbing dynamics of glioma 

cells is compromised by cell spreading. Similarly, cell spread area, forces exerted by cells and 

their ability to withstand forces were compromised over time upon exposure to 0.05-3µM 

cytochalasin D. The results from the first specific aim highlight the importance of single cell-

fiber biophysical interactions in dictating important cell behaviors.  

Finally, collective cell-fiber interactions have been investigated using a novel fibroblast wound 

healing model. Suspended nanofibers of parallel and crisscross architecture of same diameter 

and elastic modulus were manufactured to bridge a gap between two fibroblast monolayers. 

We have reported that fiber architecture critically dictates the speed and ability of gap closure 

with crisscross fibers closing the gaps almost three times faster. We also observed suspended 

cell sheets between tightly packed cell streams migrating on the fibers. The migration of cell 

sheets occurred in repeatable oscillatory patterns with their span distance inversely relating to 

their migration speed. Upon merging of suspended cell sheets, suspended local gaps that were 

mostly elliptical were formed. The ability of these gaps to close was dependent on their size 

and in some cases, their shape. Precisely, gaps <85,000µm2 closed regardless of shape, those 

>140,000µm2 did not close regardless of shape, and those in the range 85-140,000µm2 closed 

depending on their shape (while oval gaps closed, circular ones did not). Hence, by tuning the 

fiber manufacturing dynamics, gaps that do not close can be manufactured to potentially 

simulate chronic wounds like burns and diabetic ulcers in vitro.  
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Detail research objectives, hypothesis, rationale, approach, results, limitations and alternative 

approaches have been described below.  

8.1.1 Leader cell formation and detachment dynamics   

Research objective: To determine the influence of fiber properties on single cell detachment 

from monolayers and spheroids in order to identify fiber properties that encourage the 

formation of leader cells.  

Hypothesis: The migratory potential of cells evading from monolayers along aligned fibers is 

influenced by fiber properties, thus dictating the protrusion, detachment and migration 

dynamics of leader cells.  

Rationale: Leader cells are relevant to various physiological phenomenon including 

embryogenesis, morphogenesis, wound healing and diseased phenomenon like cancer 

metastasis. Many platforms have investigated the formation and migration dynamics of leader 

cells thus highlighting the biochemical triggers and associated changed in the leader cell. Most 

studies have identified biochemical factors that help a cell in the monolayer transform into a 

leader. Here, we propose that fiber properties can influence leader cell protrusion, detachment 

and migratory behaviors. Thus, fiber properties including spacing, curvature and diameter and 

their influence on the formation and detachment of leader cells were investigated.  

Approach: Using the STEP platform, fibers of different diameters (200nm, 500nm, and 1μm) 

were manufactured to bridge the gap between two plastic platforms. Also, flat fibers of widths 

300 and 600nm were manufactured by MicoNBase Lab and used to investigate protrusion 

dynamics of the cells. NIH3T3 fibroblast cells were at a high density to initiate the formation 

of a monolayer. Time lapse images were taken to study the cell behavior as they started 

protruding onto the nanofibers. The protrusion and detachment dynamics of the cells on the 

suspended nanofibers were recorded.  
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Results: Differences in fiber curvature elicited changes in protrusion dynamics. Fiber spacing 

dictated the ability of the cells to come out as chain or recoiling leaders. Cell detachment was 

dependent on parameters including change in cell length during detachment, conditioning time, 

and change in cell area during detachment. Cell exhibited higher detachment speeds on large 

diameter fibers when compared to detachment on small diameter fibers. While actin-myosin 

contractility was deemed important for the cells to detach as recoiling leaders, cytoskeletal 

protein vimentin was shown to not be necessary for cellular protrusion extension and 

elongation.   

Limitations and Alternative Approaches: As cells are interacting with the fibers, there may be 

a myriad biophysical and biochemical cues that may be affecting their decision and ability to 

detach from the monolayer. Here, we have simplified the phenomenon and have described it 

using various cell morphological factors of the cell during detachment. In future, further 

analysis of not just cell morphological features, but also those of E-cadherin and other 

cytoskeletal proteins could be used to better understand the protrusive and detachment 

dynamics of leader cells on fibers.   

 

8.1.2 Single cell-nanofiber interactions  

Research objective: To determine the influence of fiber properties on single cell behaviors 

including cell migration and force generation.  

Hypothesis: Cells will migrate faster on suspended nanofibers compared to a flat substrate and 

will respond to changes in structural stiffness (N/m).  

Rationale: Cells are constantly interacting with the immediate fibrous ECM and are receiving 

biophysical and biochemical cues that influence cell behavior. While much of the current 

knowledge on the influence of environment biophysics on cell behavior stems from tuning bulk 
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mechanical properties of substrates, recent studies have demonstrated that single cell-fiber 

level interactions that include microarchitecture and single fiber properties can have a more 

significant impact on cell behavior. Hence, investigation of how fiber properties influence cell 

behavior is important to better understand physiological phenomenon including wound healing 

and cancer metastasis.  

Approach: This aim was achieved in two parts. The first part addressed the hypothesis and 

investigated cell migration as a function of structural stiffness (N/m). In the second part, cell 

spread area and forces reaction of cells with and without the influence of actin polymerization 

inhibitor drug was investigated.  

Using the STEP technique, mechanistically tunable polystyrene fibers of known structural 

stiffness were manufactured and the migration speed of a glioblastoma cell line DBTRG-05MG 

was investigated. Similarly, the blebbing dynamics of cells in response to cell spread area was 

investigated. In the second part, the STEP nanofibers were manufactured in orthogonal 

architecture. The orthogonal architecture comprised of highly stiff and less stiff fibers fused at 

the nodes forming a STEP nanonet system. As cells migrated on the fibers, the forces exerted 

by the cells were calculated based on measurable fiber deflections. Also, the influence of actin 

polymerization inhibitor drug y-27632 on cell forces and spread area was investigated.  

Results: Cell-suspended fiber interactions were fundamentally different from interactions of a 

cell with a flat substrate. Namely, cells wrapped around the fiber, polarized in the direction of 

the fiber and displayed focal adhesion clusters at the cell edges. These changes resulted in faster 

cell migration of cells on suspended STEP fibers. Furthermore, changing structural stiffness of 

the fibers elicited changes in focal adhesion patterns, ultimately influencing cell migration 

speed. Similarly, change in cell spread area altered actin cytoskeleton architecture and the 
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blebbing dynamics of cells. Also, exposure to cytochalasin D compromised cell spread area 

and the ability of single glioma cells to exert forces on the fibers.  

Limitations and Alternative Approaches: Polystyrene is a synthetic polymer, and does not 

present the cells with necessary ligands for binding. Hence, ECM proteins like fibronectin or 

collagen could be used to coat the fibers in order to initiate cell-fiber interactions.  

8.1.3 Collective cell migration dynamics  

Research objective: To determine the influence of fiber architecture on collective cell migration 

and gap closure dynamics  

Hypothesis: Suspended nanofiber architecture will affect collective cell migration of 

fibroblasts. In particular, crisscross patterned fibers will enhance gap closure speed.  

Rationale: Collective cell migration in suspended settings are physiologically relevant to re-

epithelization of wounds with absent or irregular ECM, and is poorly understood as most 

platforms rely on conventional flat substrates. While a recent study has shown that epithelial 

cells form convex suspended bridges when spanned between two PDMS pillars, a fibrous 

platform that recapitulates the fibrous architecture of the ECM and also investigates collective 

cell migration is missing. Understanding the migration dynamics of a collection of cells as they 

interact with fibers in a suspended setting would give us potential insights on how the 

biophysics of granulation tissue can facilitate wound healing, and collective migration of 

cancer cells during metastasis.  

Approach: Using the STEP technique, polymeric fibers of parallel and crisscross architecture 

were manufactured to bridge a simulated gap between two plastic platforms. NIH3T3 fibroblast 

cells were cultured on plastic platforms interfaced with nanofibers. Time lapse images of the 

scaffold were taken as the cells started to migrate onto the fibers from the established 

monolayers. In particular, the migration dynamics of cell streams and suspended cell sheets 
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were investigated. Also, the gap closure dynamics of local suspended gaps were studied. Cells 

were also exposed to actin-myosin interaction inhibitor y-27632 at 10 and 20µM concentrations 

in order to study the influence of actin-myosin contractility on local gap closure dynamics.  

Results: Differences in suspended fiber architecture elicited different modes for collective cell 

migration. While cells on parallel configuration were confined to one dimensional parallel 

migration, those on crisscross were able to migrate on orthogonal paths that facilitated the 

formation of local elliptical gaps which closed over time. Local gap closure was observed to 

depend on the shape and size of the local gap. Also, gap closure was compromised when 

exposed to actin-myosin interaction inhibitor y-27632.  

Limitations and Alternative Approaches: The formation of a monolayer on the plastic platform 

relies on the seeding of a dense cell suspension on the plastic platform. Sometimes, cells can 

start migrating on the fibers before the formation of a uniform monolayer interacting with the 

fibers. Hence, a dense wall of fibers can be added to the edge of the plastic platform in order 

to ensure a full formation of the monolayer before the cells start migrating onto the fibers.  

 

8.2 Deliverables  

Overall: A comprehensive understanding of how properties of a suspended fiber influences cell 

behavior was achieved. Specifically, the results obtained from the aims was utilized to not only 

obtain a better biological understanding of how single cell-fiber level biophysics influences 

cell migration, force generation, blebbing dynamics, collective cell migration and leader cell 

detachment, but also to translate the findings to disease phenomenon like wound healing and 

cancer metastasis. In particular, the studies demonstrated the following: 

Leader cell formation and detachment dynamics: Migration of leader cells was observed to 

occur in distinct single cell recoiling or collective cell chain fashion. Detachment mode was 
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highly dependent on the spacing of the fibers interacting with the cell monolayer. Through 

cellular protrusions, recoiling cells were observed to probe their environment for about two 

hours then detach onto the fiber by utilizing the energy stored via their cell length. The 

protrusion dynamics of the cells was influenced by the curvature of the fibers. Large diameter 

fibers (1μm) were better facilitators of leader cell detachment than small diameter fibers 

(200nm) as the cells were detaching at higher speeds on large diameter fibers. Recoiling 

behavior of the leader cell was severely compromised when cells were exposed to actin-myosin 

interaction inhibitor y-27632. Similarly, cytoskeletal protein vimentin was shown to be present, 

but not necessary for protrusions.  

Single cell-nanofiber interactions: For the first time, the influence of structural stiffness (N/m) 

on glioma cell migration was investigated to show that glioma cells migrate almost 3 times 

faster on suspended and aligned fibers than on conventional flat substrates. Furthermore, their 

migration speed was shown to increase with decreasing structural stiffness. Blebbing dynamics 

of glioma cells was shown to depend on the spread area of cells. Also, cells were shown to 

exert nN range forces as they migrated. Their ability to spread and exert force was diminished 

over time upon actin polymerization inhibition.  

Collective cell migration dynamics: Collective cell migration of fibroblasts was shown to occur 

in densely packed cell streams and suspended cell sheets. Fiber architecture was shown to 

critically affect gap closure speed and ability with orthogonal fibers closing the gaps almost 

three times faster than those with parallel fibers. Migration of suspended cell sheets was shown 

to be a function of span distance which increased due to bundling of fibers over time. For the 

specific fibers used, suspended cell sheets spanning greater than a threshold distance was 

unable to migrate further suggesting the critical role of fiber bundling during gap closure. 

Contrary to what is observed in literature, the local gaps were closing faster along the major 

axis with high curvature. The ability of the gaps to close was shown to be dependent on size 
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and sometime the shape of the gap. This information could be utilized to engineer scaffolds of 

specific size and shape in order to create chronic wound healing models like those for burns 

and diabetic ulcer in vitro. Furthermore, it was shown that inhibition of actin-myosin 

interactions compromised the ability of large gaps to close, but those <10,000μm2 closed 

without acto-myosin machinery.  
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Chapter 9: Impact and Future Directions  

9.1 The bigger picture  

Contribution of biophysical cues in dictating single and collective cell behavior cannot be 

underestimated. In the last few decades, biophysical influence of bulk mechanical properties 

of a substrate in cell migration, differentiation, force and intracellular tension have been well 

studied. However studies highlighting the importance of single cell-ECM interactions have 

shown that local substrate biophysics including pore size, alignment and size of the fibers might 

have a more influential role in cell behaviors. In this study, we utilize a previously reported 

non-electrospinning Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP) technique to 

manufacture suspended and aligned fiber network with user defined mechanical properties 

including elastic modulus, structural stiffness and diameter in order to investigate cell behavior. 

Cell behavior have been investigated on three levels. First, fiber properties that tempt individual 

cells to detach from the monolayer and migrate onto the fibers have been investigated. 

Secondly, single cell-fiber interactions have been utilized to investigate its influence on cell 

migration, blebbing and force generation. Finally, collective cell migration has been 

investigated using fibers of parallel and crisscross architecture.  

These findings offer a novel perspective on cell-fiber interactions than those present in 

literature because the unique STEP suspended fiber system allows cells to interact with the 

fibers on many levels. Cells are aligning the cell body along the direction of the fiber, adjusting 

their focal adhesion and cytoskeletal patterns, using the fibers as highways to migrate in parallel 

and perpendicular directions, and wrapping around the fibers simultaneously. By tuning the 

properties of the fibers, the effects of single and collective fiber properties can be investigated. 

The results obtained from the study can be utilized to better understand myriad physiological 

phenomenon including morphogenesis, wound healing and cancer metastasis. In particular, the 
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influence of ECM biophysics, cell spread area-blebbing relationship, the efficacy of anticancer 

drugs in compromising cell migration forces, influence of ECM topography on single and 

collective cell migration could be better understood. Besides, knowledge on cell-fiber 

interactions could also contribute to the design of better tissue engineering scaffolds that can 

lead to effective treatment of chronic wounds like diabetic ulcers and burns. In future, the 

influence of biochemical cues can be incorporated into the study of these cell behaviors to 

obtain a more holistic understanding of how cell behavior is potentially controlled in vivo in 

diseased and developmental biology phenomenon.  

 

9.2 Future Directions  

Leader cell formation and detachment dynamics: Results obtained from this specific aim 

suggests that leader cells migrate in recoiling and non-recoiling fashion, and that the recoiling 

dynamics of leader cells is influenced by fiber properties. Here, the elastic modulus of the fiber 

is the same as all the fibers tested were polystyrene. Other polymeric materials like 

polyurethane can be used to investigate the influence of elastic modulus independent of fiber 

diameter.  Similarly, the plastic platform could be coated with polyacrylamide gels of know 

stiffness (N/m2) in order to assess how the base stiffness can influence the transition and 

initiation of leader cells. Furthermore, the leader cells can be captured via micro aspiration 

techniques and analyzed for up and down regulated genes using next generation gene 

sequencing. Also, the platform could be coupled with biochemical gradients in a microfluidic 

chamber in order to assess the simultaneous influence of biochemical and biophysical cues on 

cancer cell leader formation.   

Single cell-nanofiber interactions: Results obtained from this specific aim suggests that glioma 

cells respond to changes in structural stiffness and show reduced blebbing dynamics when the 
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spread area of the cells increases. In future, fibers of different elastic modulus (polyurethane 

instead of polystyrene) can be utilized in order to investigate the influence of fiber curvature. 

Also, in order to further investigate the influence of environment on glioma migration, the 

fibers can be spun on plastic cover slips so that the cells are interacting with the plastic and the 

fibers at the same time. Similarly, other glioma cell lines can be used to investigate if the 

influence of fiber properties is conserved in all glioma cell types. Similarly, DBTRG-05MG 

cells can be exposed to cytoskeletal compromising drugs y-27632 (actin-myosin interaction 

inhibitor) and cytochalasin D (actin polymerization inhibitor) in order to study the role of actin 

cytoskeleton on blebbing dynamics.  

Similar to the study of the influence of cytochalsin D (actin polymerization inhibitor), glioma 

cells can be exposed to other cytoskeletal compromising drugs like nocodazole (microtubule 

polymerization inhibitor), y-27632 (actin-myosin interaction inhibitor), paclitaxel (stabilizes 

microtubules), blebbistatin (actin-myosin interaction inhibitor), and calyculin A (increases 

myosin II activity) in order to systematically assess the influence of each cytoskeletal 

component on cell force generation and migration on suspended and aligned fibers.  

Collective cell migration dynamics: Results obtained from this specific aim suggests that 

collective cell migration is different on parallel and crisscross patterned suspended fibers. It 

has also shown that gap closure dynamics depends on the shape and size of the gaps. However, 

in this study, only one fiber diameter was used. Hence, the experiment could be repeated with 

fibers of different diameters and material in order to investigate if the shape and size 

dependence on gap closure remains conserved.  
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Appendix  

Appendix A 

Single cell-nanofiber interactions  

 

Single cell-nanofiber interactions  

a) The equation used to calculate the forces exerted by the DBTRG-05 MG cells is described 

below. Similar to previously reported force measurement strategies involving inverse methods, 

we modeled the fibers as a tie rod with lateral loading. The deflection of the beam obtained 

experimentally can be used to solve the forces causing the deflection. The structural stiffness 

of the beam (k), which varies along the length of the beam due to its suspension, can therefore 

be described by the following equation 188 :  

𝑘 =
− sinh(𝜆(𝐿−𝑎) sinh(𝜆𝑎)

𝑆𝜆sinh (𝜆𝐿)
+

(𝐿−𝑎)𝑎

𝑆𝐿
                        (i) 

 

Figure A1 (i) Schematic of non-electrospinning, STEP nanofiber manufacturing  platform, (ii-iii)  electron 

micrographs of highly aligned parallel fibers in single direction (Single Suspended, SS) and (Double 

Suspended, SD) fibers respectively, (iv-v) schematics of possible nanofiber deposition with user desired 

diameters (example: d1 and d2), and spacing (example: Δ1 and Δ2); SS and SD respectively. 
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However, F = kδ in the linear domain, therefore:                      

𝐹 = (
− sinh(𝜆(𝐿−𝑎) sinh(𝜆𝑎)

𝑆𝜆sinh (𝜆𝐿)
+

(𝐿−𝑎)𝑎

𝑆𝐿
) 𝛿                    (ii) 

Where variables are defined as follows (Table 1):  

Nomenclature  Value 

S (Tensile Force (N)) S= Tensile Stress (4.1MPa) * Cross 

sectional area of the nanofiber ([2] and 

Nain unpublished data) 

d (Diameter (nm)) 200-300 

E (Young’s modulus (GPa)) E = 0.97 (Obtained from AFM 

measurements, [2] and Nain unpublished 

data)  

I (Moment of Inertia (m4)) I = 
𝜋𝑑4

64
 

λ (Lambda (m-1)) λ = (
𝑆

𝐸𝐼
)^0.5  

L (Length of the fiber between fixed ends (µ m)) Variable: 100-500 

a (Location of intermediate load (m)) 0 < a < L 

 δ (Fiber deflection (m)) 

~3.1% of L for inside-out; ~4.2% of L for 

outside-in 
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b) Maintenance of fixed boundary conditions 

during force measurement experiments are 

demonstrated in Fig 10.2. In this figure, 

the nodes of the active leading fiber (in 

contact with the probe) have been broken 

(i) to avoid buckling of the fibers (shown 

in green). Upon actuation by the probe, 

both the active leading and passive trailing 

fibers demonstrated deflections ((ii) & 

(iii)), whereas the vertical fibers remained 

stationary and maintained the boundary 

conditions. This is also shown by stacking 

the images together (iv), where the blue 

circles represent the fixed nodes with no 

buckling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2: Fixed boundaries are validated by observing 
no fiber movement at the passive fiber interface (blue 
circles). Scale bars are 50µm.  
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Appendix B  

Collective cell migration dynamics  

 

 

 

 

Figure B1. Mosaic images of entire simulated wound gaps over time for SS and SD scaffolds. Scale bars are 

500 μm.  
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Figure B2. Schematic representation of gap closure on SS (A) and DS (B) fibers. 

 

 

Figure B3. Temporal relationship between SCS and cell stream advancement distances. Arrow demonstrating 

compromised SCS advancement beyond 375 µm cell stream separation distance (A, total number of SCS (n): 

2400). Absolute velocities of SCS as a function of cell stream distance (B, total number of cell streams (n): 644). 

 

 

Figure B4. Migration dynamics of (A) uncoordinated, (B) combined in phase and out of phase SCS advancement, 

and (C) SCS advancement dynamics as a distribution of stream separation differences.  
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Figure B5. Nucleus area of the cells surrounding local gaps as a function of their 

distance from the edge. Gaps that closed (number of nuclei (n): 305), and gaps that did 

not close (number of nuclei (n): 485).  

 

 

 

Figure B6. The distribution of shape factor for local wound gaps (number of gap areas 

(n): 2400). 
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Figure B7. Size dynamics of local gaps over time when exposed to 10 (number of 

individual gaps (n): 8) and 20µM (number of individual gaps (n): 19) y-27632.  

 

Figure B8. A schematic of the measurements for aspect ratio, circularity and shape factor of a 

local gap. 
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Figure B9. Immunostained images of cell monolayers showing the arrangement of cells on a flat substrate (A), 

and on SS or DS suspended fiber networks (B). (Red= Actin, Blue= Nucleus). Scale bars are 100 µm for A and 50 

µm for B. Single cell migration pathways on SS (C, number of cells (n): 26) and DS (D, number of cells (n): 25) 

fibers. 


